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Chapter 1. Project Overview
1.1 Project Purpose & Background
1) First Environmental Impact Assessment
◦ Lay foundation for development of local industry and promote growth of the local economy
to satisfy the needs of the decentralized era.
◦ Expand the existing plant to establish a large-sized integrated steel mill with the capacity
of 700 million ton/year to improve efficiency of the existing plant and to cope with the
constantly increasing demand of steel products caused by the growth of the national
economy.
◦ Expand and realign the steel industry, a key industry of the Northeastern region, as part of
the Asan Bay Development Project aimed at balanced national development to
contribute not only to national growth but also to the promotion of the local economy.
2) Second Environmental Impact Assessment
◦ Leverage the potential of Dangjin-gun as an industrial site. The need to utilize the
potential of Dangjin-gun as an industrial site and to develop an industrial complex has
intensified.
◦ Sustained development of the domestic construction industry and the auto industry, the
major consumers of steel, has brought imbalance in demand and supply of materials, in
particular hot-rolled and cold-rolled products. Therefore, the need to address the
aggravating difficulties in securing materials has risen.
◦ Strengthen the local economy and lay foundation for local economic growth by
developing the steel industry belt, the local strategic industry that stretches from Bugok
and Gode region of the Asan National Industry Complex to the existing Hyundai Steel
plant as well as establishing a collaboration system for the relevant industries
◦ Secure supply of environmentally friendly energy by installing facility that produces
power through turbines operated by high-pressure gas generated during the steel
making process rather than using fossil fuels.
◦ Encourage the development of environmentally friendly industrial complex that promotes
both development and environment preservation so that transportation system of the
area is systematically improved and environmentally sound and sustainable regional
development is achieved
◦ Establish commercial sites within the industrial complex to develop residential zone to
accommodate migrants moving to the area due to the development of the industrial
complex and to promote commerce in the area to relieve complaints of the local
residents and give them means of living.
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◦ The major purpose of the current expansion is to establish a residential zone to secure a
living area for migrants and employees, provide solutions to the problems in Seonggumi
town, efficiently allocate facilities and secure a yard area. Additional expansion of
facilities due to the increased steel production volume is not a part of the plan.
1.2 Necessity of the project
1) First Environmental Impact Assessment
A. Address insufficient supply of steel material within Korea
◦ Amount of insufficient plates as of 2004: 1.19 billion ton. (Hot-rolled coil and slab
included.)
- Demand of steel products is expected to increase in the auto, shipbuilding and home
appliances industries: Approximately 20 million ton was in shortage in 2005.
◦ Permanent and stable import from overseas cannot be guaranteed and the related
industry might be affected.
- Basic material for domestic manufacturing industries including the auto industry is
sourced from overseas.
B. Enhance competitiveness of domestic steel consuming industry.
◦ Improve global competitiveness of Korean cars by stably providing high-quality material
to cope with increase in the production volume of Korean cars.
◦ Address the aggravated chronic shortage of steel plates in Korea’s shipbuilding industry.
◦ Enhance competitiveness by helping industries located in Dangjin, Incheon and Seoul
Metropolitan Area to save logistics costs. (Hysco, Dongbu Steel, Husteel, etc.)
C. Utilize the infrastructure of Dangjin region and contribute to the balanced national
development.
◦ Increase efficiency in leveraging national resources by utilizing the existing hot-rolling
plant within the Dangjin plant and maintaining balance between the upper and lower
processes.
◦ Located at the central axis of Korea’s biggest steel belt, coastal transportation can be
provided to improve distribution to industrial cities in the Yeongnam and Honam region.
◦ By utilizing Dangjin Port and Pyeongtaek Port located in the center of ocean
transportation of the Yellow Sea, trade with China, the largest user of steel, as well as
North Korea can be promoted.
◦ Local economy of the Chungcheongnam-do and the Dangjin area will be promoted and
additional jobs will be created.
2) Second Environmental Impact Assessment
◦ Modifications will be made on the designated industrial complex in order to efficiently
deploy facilities in the environmentally friendly integrated steel mill, prepare for future
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expansions, address residents’ complaints, contribute to the growth in their income and
to establish pleasant residential zone for migrants and employees.
◦ Expansion (change) of the industrial complex which includes the reclamation of public
water of 200,455.1

was planned to overcome the limitations of facility allocation,

closely link the processes within the environmentally friendly integrated steel mill and
efficiently arrange facilities.
◦ Residential zone will be newly established to secure pleasant living spaces for the
migrants moving to the area due to the newly built industrial complex as well as the
employees who would be working there.
◦ Include the Seonggumi town in the industrial complex and develop the area into a tourist
destination, a popular fishing village not only within Dangjin-gun but the overall west
coast area in order to address residents’ complaints and help increase income of the
migrants.
◦ Installation of power facility was planned to stably provide power needed in the industrial
complex. Blast furnace gas generated within the steel making process will be utilized to
operate turbines in airtight process to generate energy. Thus, environmentally friendly
project will be encouraged through the installation of power generation facilities that do
not cause pollution. (An independent Environmental Impact Assessment will be
conducted for the power generation facilities.)
1.3 Grounds for conducting prior environmental review.
1) First Environmental Impact Assessment
Table 1.3-1 Scope of project, date of submission and consultation request period.

Classification

Scope of projects subject to Environmental Impact Assessment

Date of submission and consultation
request period

B. Formation of
Industrial
Location and
Industrial
Complexes

(1) Industrial complex development projects with an
area of 150,000
or larger as defined in Article 2
Clause 6 of Act on Industrial Location and
Development,

Prior to receiving approval for
implementation in accordance with
Articles 17 to 19 of Act on
Industrial
Location
and
Development

(1) Reclamation projects with an area larger
than 300,000
as defined in Article 2 Clause
3 of Act on Public Water Reclamation. The
standard is reduced to an area of 30,000
or larger in case of “designated harbor”
stipulated in the Article 2 Clause 2 of Harbor
Act, “new harbor” stipulated in Article 2
Clause 1 of Act on New Harbor Construction
Promotion
and
“natural
environment
conservation zone” stipulated in Article 6
Clause 4 of Act on Land Planning and Usage.

The matter was put on agenda
according to Article 21 of Act
on Industrial Location and
Development
Integrated instruction on development
of industrial location was revised.
(Dec 26, 2005)
-Notification of Ministry of Environment
No. 2005-173
-Notification of Ministry of Construction
and Transportation No.2005-437

J.

Reclamation
Works
and
Forest or Land
Clearing
Works
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2) Second Environmental Impact Assessment
◦ The project is subject to consultation of prior environmental review as part of the
administrative plan in accordance with Article 7 of Act of Industrial Location and
Development and Decree number 7 (Projects subject to prior environmental review and
period of requesting consultation) of Framework Act on Environmental Policy.
◦ In addition, opinions of stakeholders including the residents, experts, environmental groups
and civil groups should be reflected in the prior environmental review in accordance with the
Article 25 Clause 5 of Framework Act on Environmental Policy and Article 8 Clause 2 of
Decree of the same Act. Prior to the process, draft of the review document should be created
and feedback from environmental review council is to be received.
Table 1.3-2 Grounds for conducting prior environmental review
Type

Type and scope of administrative plan

Ref

B. Formation of Industrial ◦Designation of General Regional Industrial Complex Framework Act on
Locations and
Industrial Complexes

as defined in the Article 7 of Act on Industrial

Environment

Locations and Development

al Policy

Type

Description

Ref

Opinion reflection
◦ When the head of the related administrative body is
Article 25-5 of

creating a review document on administrative plans,

Framework Act

opinions of stakeholders including residents, related

on

experts, environmental groups and civil groups on prior

Environmental

environmental reviews must be collected. Opinions

Policy

acknowledged as reasonable in regards to the
environment shall be reflected to the relevant
administrative plan.
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Formulate and draft administrative plan

Establish environmental review council
[Overseeing authority: head of related
administrate agency]

The environmental review council proposes
opinion.

Decree on Article 8 Clause 3 of Framework Act on
Environmental Policy
·Less than ten people including expert in the related field
and related region, public official of related administrative
body and consultation agency and those deemed by head
of local government as necessary to join must be members
of the council.
·Type

of alternatives
·Major items to consider and review method
Alternatives and review items must be included in the
review document based on the “stipulation on writing prior
environmental review document” announced by the
Ministry of Environment. (No. 2006-105, June 30, 2006)

Reflect the opinion, predict and assess impact

Create draft of review document

Follow a procedure stipulated in legislation in case there is any.
In case there is no procedure in legislation.

Gather opinion of residents

Decree on Article 8 Clause 2 of Framework Act on Environmental
Policy
Public display, explanatory hearing, public hearing (if required)
·Public display and public hearing must be notified more than once
and display must be made for more than 20 days.

·Announce more than once before 14 days.

Reflect opinion, create review document and
request for consultation

Article 25-3 of Framework Act on Environmental Policy

Review and consult

Announce consulted opinion

Decree number 9 of Framework Act on Environmental Policy
·Within thirty days. Extension of ten days is available.

Reflect consulted opinion or take necessary

Announce remedy results or plans for remedy

Decree number 10 of Framework Act on Environmental Policy
·Within thirty days.

Article 26-2 of Framework Act on Environmental Policy, Decree
Consult again in case there are changes in plan

number 11
·Consult again in case more than 30% of project is changed.
·Make prior consultation in case there is a 10~30% change.

Figure 1-1 Prior environmental review procedure
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Establish draft for modified industrial
complex development plan

Party planning for implementation of the
project.

Request for modifications in the designated
regional industrial complex

◦ Party planning for implementation of the project –
Governor
Prior environmental review document (draft) –
Environmental review council

Gather opinions
(Make notifications in daily newspapers
for more than 14 days and display for
the general public.)

◦ Governor → Major (Send designation plan)
◦ Mayor→ Governor (Submit opinion)
Display prior environmental review
document (draft)

Consult with the
administrative body

head

of

Request approval for modifications
designated regional industrial complex

related
in

the

Reviewed by Industrial Location Policy Council
Approve modifications in the designated
regional industrial complex
Modify the designated regional industrial
complex
Notify the modifications of regional industrial
complex

Apply as the party implementing the project

◦ Minister of Construction and Transportation (For sites larger
than 330 million ): Second round
◦ Governor
◦ Governor

◦ Parties interested in implementation -> Governor

◦ Governor

Assign an implementer

Environmental

◦ Ministry of Construction and Transportation (For sites
larger than 330 million ) : Second round

◦ Major

Display for the general public

for

◦ Governor, Minister of Construction and
Transportation

◦ Governor, Mayor(Send). Minister of Construction and
Transportation (Notify)

Send related documents (copy)

Consultations
Assessment

Prior environmental review document

Impact

Environmental Impact Assessment

Establish implementation plan

◦ Implementer

Request for approval of implementation plan

◦ Implementer -> Governor

Consult with related authorities. Gather
mayor’s opinion
Approve implementation plan
◦ Governor
Notify approval of implementation plan

◦ Governor

Send and display related documents (copy)

◦ Governor -> Major

Implement the project

Figure 1-2 Process of implementing modifications in the General Regional Industrial Complex
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1.4 Project history and plan
May 17, 2005. Requested for designation of Songsan General Regional Industrial
Complex (INI Steel Inc made the request to Dangjin-gun.)
November 10, 2005. Completed consultation of prior environmental review (Geum
River Basin Environmental Office)
December 19, 2005. Completed deliberation of framework plan for reclamation of
public water as a part of the central coastal management (Ministry of Maritime Affairs
and Fisheries )
January 23, 2006. Notified assignment of industrial complex. (Chungcheongnam-do
notification number 2006-10)
March 10, 2006. INI Steel Inc. changed its name to Hyundai Steel Inc.
May 17, 2006. Requested approval for project plan regarding modifications in the
designated Songsan General Regional Industrial Complex.
September 4, 2006. Completed cultural properties consultation. (Cultural Properties
Administration)
September 5, 2006. Completed deliberation of Transportation Impact Assessment.
October 9, 2006. Completed consultation for energy usage plan (Ministry of
Commerce Industry and Energy, Korea Energy Management Corporation.)
October 20, 2006. Completed consultation of Environmental Impact Assessment (Geum
River Basin Environmental Office)
November 1, 2006. Announced modifications in the designated industrial complex.
(Chungcheongnam-do announcement no. 2006-243)
November 1, 2006. Announced implementation plan of industrial complex
(Chungcheongnam-do announcement no. 2006-244)
February 5, 2007. Requested for modifications in the designated Songsan General
Regional Industrial Complex
March 18, 2007. Consultation of prior environmental review
November 2007. Consultation of Environmental Impact Assessment (Scheduled)
October 2007. Request approval for implementation plan for revisions in the designated
Songsan General Regional Industrial Complex (Scheduled)
February 2008. Announce modifications in the designated industrial complex and
announce implementation plan. (Scheduled)
March 2008. Begin construction. (Scheduled)
2015. Complete construction. (Scheduled)
1.5 Project information.
A. Name of industrial complex: Songsan General Regional Industrial Complex. (No
changes made.)
B. Location
- Before: Around Gagok-ri and Donggok-ri of Songsan-myeon, Dangjin-gun,
Chungcheongnam-do.
- Revised to: Around Gagok-ri, Donggok-ri and Yugok-ri of Songsan-myeon, Dangjingun, Chungcheongnam-do.
C. Area
- Before: 3,173,760 (960,062 pyeong)
- Revised to: 4,609,190 (1,394,280 pyeong) (Expanded by 1,435,430 ) 4,160,070 of
industrial zone and 449,120 of residential zone
D. Party conducting the project: Hyundai Steel Inc. (No changes made.)
E. Authority in charge of approval: Chungcheongnam-do
F. Project period: From 2005 to 2015 (Ten years) (No changes made.)
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Hyundai Kia Motors
Technical Center

Balan

Port boundary line (Scheduled)

Port boundary line

Hwaseong-gun
Hyundai Mobis
Hwaseong Plant

Asan Bay
Dangj in Thermal Power Plant

Anj ung
Asan National Industrial Complex
- W ooj eong District

Port boundary line
Seokmun National Industrial Complex

Indus trial area

Asan National Industrial Complex
- W onj eong District
South Pyeongtaek

Hyundai Stee l

Gode District

Asan National Industrial Complex
- Poseung District

Songs an General Re gional Indus trial Com plex
National road No. 38

Res idential are a

Asan National Industrial Complex
- Bugok District

Local road No. 619
Local road No. 633

Pyeongtaek
Songak

Songak

W est Coast Express Highway

Dangjin-e up

Dangjin
Dangjin-gun

Sinpye ong

Inj u Regional Industrial Complex
– Gongse District

Seosan Regional Industrial Complex

M okpo
Inj u Regional Industrial Complex
(Hyundai Motors)
Hapdeok Regional Industrial Complex

Seongyeon Agricultural
and Industrial Complex
Dangj in-Daej eon Express Highway (under construction)

M ye onche on
Hapde ok -eup

Figure 1-3 Map of project area
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Map

Figure 1-4 Land usage plan. (First Environmental Impact Assessment.)
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Figure 1-5 Photograph of project area. (First Environmental Impact Assessment.)
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Figure 1-6 Map of Songsan General Regional Industrial Complex (Second
Environmental Impact Assessment.)
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Figure 1-7 Map of industrial area (Second Environmental Impact Assessment.)

Figure 1-8 Picture of the area requested for reclamation during ebb tide (Second
Environmental Impact Assessment.)
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Type of introduced industries
● Major type of introduced industries: Primary metal industries (27)
● Allocation plan of the major introduced industries.
Area ( )

Type
Before
Primary metal
industries (27)

2,463,510

Ratio (%) Reference

Revision
After revision
Expanded by
3,339,730
876,220

100.0

Changes in usage plan of each zone
Area ( )
Type
Before

Revision

(Expanded
by)
(Expanded
Sub-total
3,173,760
by)
Industrial General industrial
(Expanded
3,173,760
zone
zone
by)
General
(Expanded
commercial zone
by)
(Expanded
Sub-total
by)
Type1 general
(Expanded
residential zone
by)
Residential Type3 general
(Expanded
zone
residential zone
by)
Nearby
(Expanded
commercial zone
by)
Semi-residential
(Expanded
zone
by)
Total

3,173,760

After
revision

Ratio
(%)

Ref

1,435,430 4,609,190 100.0
986,310 4,160,070 90.2
882,780 4,056,540 88.0
103,530

103,530

2.2

449,120

449,120

9.8

225,630

225,630

4.9

178,040

178,040

3.9

16,810

16,810

0.4

28,640

28,640

0.6

Power generation facilities deployment plan

Description
Detail of power facilities

• Construction of thermal power plant within Hyundai Steel

Type of power generation

• Thermal power plant that uses pressure of off-gas generated during
the steel making process.

Facility capacity

•56MW(28MW × 2 generators)

Method of intake and
drainage of cooling water

• Circulation type (No external discharge of cooling water.)

Use of fuel

• No fuel is required.
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Changes in land usage plan
Area (
Type
Total

Industrial area

Sub-total of
industrial zone
Plant site
Public site
Drainage way
Park
Green zone
Road
Pedestrian road
Parking lot
Government
building
Sewage and waste
water treatment
facilities
Waste treatment
facilities
Industrial location
Retained area
(Formerly multifamily houses)

Residential zone

Sub-total of
residential zone
Housing site
Single-unit
houses
Multi-family
houses
Retained area
Commercial site
Hospital
Religious facilities
Public site
Government
building
Social welfare
facilities
School
Park
Water retention
Drainage way
Green zone
Parking lot
Pedestrian road
Road

)

Ratio
(%)

Ref

Before

Revision

3,173,760

(Expanded by) 435,430

After
revision
4,609,190

3,173,760

(Expanded by) 986,310

4,160,070

100.0%

2,463,510
436,330
52,480
94,590
225,400
63,860
-

(Expanded by) 876,220
(Expanded by) 157,380
(Expanded by) 26,880
(Reduced by) 35,110
(Expanded by) 154,680
(Expanded by) 2,520
(Expanded by) 1,370
(Expanded by) 5,990
(Expanded by) 1,050

339,730
593,730
79,360
59,480
380,080
66,380
1,370
5,990
1,050

80.3
14.2
1.9
1.4
9.1
1.6
0.0
0.2
0.0

129,410

(Reduced by) 78,870

50,540

1.2

144,510

(Reduced by) 31,520

112,990

2.7

-

(Expanded by) 43,850
(Expanded by) 19,250

43,850
19,250

1.1
0.5

-

449,120

449,120

100.0%

-

207,240
53,590

207,240
53,590

46.1
11.9

-

127,870

127,870

28.5

-

25,780
11,660
16,820
3,000
210,400
3,890

25,780
11,660
16,820
3,000
210,400
3,890

5.7
2.6
3.8
0.7
46.8
0.9

-

1,860

1,860

0.4

-

27,400
33,010
5,640
3,600
45,550
3,600
190

27,400
33,010
5,640
3,600
45,550
3,600
190

6.1
7.3
1.3
0.8
10.1
0.8
0.0

-

85,660

85,660

19.1
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Major details on modifications made in the designated Songsan General Regional
Industrial Complex
Type
Boundary

Land usage plan
Plant location
Sewage and
waste water
treatment
facilities

Description
· Northern boundaries that include Seonggumi town are expanded. (665,060 )
· Western boundaries adjacent to the local road number 633 are expanded. (321,250 )
· A part of Yugok-ri located in the southern part of the industrial zone is incorporated to establish
a residential zone. (449,120 )
· Land usage plan is adjusted due to the expansion of the industrial zone and the establishment
of the residential zone.
· Area is increased due to expansion of industrial zone and reduction of basic environmental
facilities.
· Area is reduced through adoption of advanced treatment facilities and concentration.

Support facility

· Reduced site of treatment facilities area which was available due to decreased waste
landfill volume and increased outsource volume and the location is changed due to the plant
allocation.
· Commercial zone and parking lot is newly planned in Seonggumi town.

Drainage way

· Route of the drainage way is expanded and changed due to area expansion.

Waste treatment
facilities
Industrial zone

Road

· Area is changed due to revisions and extension of road connected to basic environmental
facilities and due to the road network plans within the industrial site.

Pedestrian road ·Construction of exclusive pedestrian road is planned for the pedestrians in the commercial site.
Green zone
Park
Public facility
Parking lot
Retained area
Housing site

· Area is revised due to the expansion plan of the industrial complex.
· Area and location change of the existing park and construction of a coastal park adjacent to the
coast is planned.
· Transfer of the police box within the Seonggumi region is planned.
·Parking lot for the commercial site employees and users will be newly built.
·Existing zone where stores are concentrated is incorporated to the project area to provide a
sustainable repair and preservation.
·Construction of single-unit houses and multi-family houses is newly planned.

Commercial site · Construction of commercial site for the convenience of residents is newly planned.
Hospital

· Construction of hospital to provide medical services to the nearby residents is newly planned

School

· Construction of elementary school and high school for the students living nearby is newly
planned

Water retention

· Construction of water retention to collect and discharge rainwater is newly planned

Residential zone

Social welfare
facility
Green zone

· Construction of religious facility site which will be moved to areas outside the project boundary
is newly planned
· Construction of social welfare facility to provide welfare services to the residents in the nearby
area is newly planned
·Green buffer zone in the residential zone is newly planned.

Public facility

·Government building within the residential zone is newly planned

Religious facility

Park

·Local park and children’s park within the residential zone is newly planned

Pedestrian road ·Construction of pedestrian road for the pedestrians within the area is planned.
Parking lot
Retained area
Road
Projects outside
designated area

·Parking lot for the people using the nearby facilities within the residential zone is newly planned.
·Existing apartment (dormitory) is included in the project area.
·Road network within the residential zone is newly planned.
· Slope is added to the transferred route of national road no 38 to expand the project area
outside the designated area.
·Local road no 633 is included within the designated area and the local road will be transferred.
·Road will be constructed outside the designated area that connects the residential zone and
Gagok IC (industrial zone).
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Note. Power generation facility is located in the plant site.

Figure 1-9 Summary of changes made on the assignment of Songsan General
Regional Industrial Complex
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Chapter 2. Understanding of Steel Making Process
2.1

Introduction

to

the

steel making

processes

subject

to

assessment
◦ The industrial complex under plan is an integrated steel mill that produces steel through the three
processes of iron making, steel making and rolling within one steel mill. Iron ore and coking coal is
charged into the blast furnace after the preliminary treatment process of sintering and coking.
Afterwards, the material is reduced and smelted to Fe by CO gas, the reducing agent, collected in
the furnace and produced on a regular basis.
◦ The produced hot metal is transferred to the steelmaking plant where a certain amount of impurities
like sulfur and phosphorus are eliminated in the preliminary production treatment process.
Afterwards, the hot metal goes through decarburizing and smelting processes in the converter and
molten steel is produced through the final process of smelting.
◦ In the continuous casting process that follows, the molten steel is continuously cast into slabs of a
certain specification. The produced slabs, after being heated in optimum rolling temperatures in the
reheating furnace, go through rollers and are produced into final products, hot coils and plates.

·Sintering plant

: Before charging iron ore into blast furnace, the iron ore powder is made into uniform size to even
quality.
·Lime burning plant
: Quick lime and dead burning dolomite quick lime required in the steelmaking process is
produced.
·Cokes/ chemical by-product plant
: When the crushed coal is charged in the coke oven, cokes gas is used to heat the furnace to
1,200

and smelted. When the temperature rises further, it is solidified into cokes. After being

heated for a longer period and when the material within the furnace is all turned into cokes, the
furnace is cooled again.
·Blast furnace plant
: When quick lime, cokes and iron ore is inserted from the top of the furnace and hot air is blown
from the bottom, high temperature is achieved in which material within the blast furnace is
melted. Hot metal settles to the bottom while impurities float on top thus separating the two.
·Converter/continuous casting plant
: Since the hot metal produced in the blast furnace contains impurities, scrap iron and hot metal is
inserted together and pure oxygen is blown to produce molten steel by eliminating impurities.
·Rolling plant
: The slab, bloom and billet produced in the continuous casting process are passed through
multiple numbers of rotating rolls. There, constant pressure is applied to prolong or stretch
them.
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◦ Production volume of each process
Production volume

Process

Name of product

Blast furnace

Hot metal

700

Steel making

Molten steel

734

Continuous casting

Slab

700

Hot rolling

Hot-rolled steel

350

Plating

Plate

200

20

(10,000 ton/year, dry type)
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(1) Raw material processing process
◦ In the raw material processing facility, main raw material including iron ore, coal and
subsidiary raw material including limestone are transported by road and sea and stored in
raw material yards. They are crushed, assorted and blended in sizes required by each
process and supplied to each plant.
◦ Facilities include “main facilities” consisted of facilities for receiving and issuing raw
materials, facilities for crushing and assorting and blending facilities as well as “incidental
facilities” consisted of dust collecting facilities to improve the environmental conditions
and prevent pollution, water treatment facilities and power control systems.
.

◦ Air quality

◦ Water quality

◦ Waste

·Water consumption: 5,128 /day

·Dust : 800ton/yr

·Dust: 0.0290g/sec ·Produced
water :

sewage

and

waste Dust
·Sludge: 32ton/yr

77 /day
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(2) Sintering process
◦ During the sintering process, fine ore, subsidiary raw material and coke powder is mixed
and heated into semi solid state and solidified into the size and strength fit for blast
furnace operation. Sintered ore is obtained through this process of which cokes larger
than the standard size is crushed and those smaller are recharged in the sinter.
◦ In a sintering plant, fine ore, limestone, silica stone and serpentinite from the raw material
plant and coke powder from the coke plant is stored in the raw material storage bin.
Each material is extracted in a certain proportion and mixed evenly in the primary mixer.
After assembly in the second mixer, the mixture is charged in the sinter and sintered for
thirty minutes to produce large lumps or sintered ore. In order to transfer them to the
blast furnace, they are crushed under 250mm in the hot crusher and cooled in the
cooler. Afterwards, they are crushed into sizes optimum for the blast furnace and the
selections are sent to the blast furnace.

Type

Grate area

Mixing drum

Ignition furnace

Main blower

Average temperature
500 ×2

Specification

1,280 t/h×4

1,200

24,000 /min×2tiers×2

2-tier direct firing type

Function

Manufacture sintered
ore

Mix

material

uniformly

Cooler
1,280
t/h×2

Ignite in sintering

Suction air in sintering

Cool

material

process

sinter

Fabricate material
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(Unit: 10,000
ton/yr)

Fine ore

Subsidiary raw
material
(191)

(880)

Coke breeze,

Return fine

anthrite (61)

(61)

Mixing drum

Separate return fine

Sinter
Grate area
500

Hearth layer

Total sintered
ore (1,061)

Steelmaking
cooling agent
(13)

Blast furnace return fine

Use blast
urnace in
sinter
(942)

·◦ Air quality

◦ Water quality

◦ Waste

·Dust : 30.189g/sec

·Water consumption: 4,843 /day

Dust: 179,254ton/yr

·Sulfur oxides : 87.63g/sec

·Produced

·Nitrogen oxides : 50.38g/sec

water :

sewage

35 /day

·CO: 114.2g/sec
·Dioxin : 2.07×10-8g/sec
·Lead : 0.0163g/sec
·VOCS : 34.9126g/sec

(3) Lime burning process
23
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. ◦ The lime burning process is the process of producing quick lime and burnt dolomite,
both of which are required in the sintering process. Quick lime and burn dolomite can
be produced by burning limestone and dolomite in COG.
◦ The limestone and dolomite is received from the raw material plant and stored in the
receiving hopper. After being selected in sizes fit for burning, they are stored in the
storing hopper and charged in each sintering furnace where they are sintered in COG
for 18 to 28 hours. Then, they are produced as quick lime and burnt dolomite and sent
to the steelmaking and sintering plant. In the steel making process, quick lime
eliminates sulfur and controls basicity (CaO/SiO2). It strengthens the bond of pseudoparticles in the sintering process. The cokes act as a heat source and a reducing agent
in the blast furnace.

24
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◦ Air quality

◦ Water quality

◦ Water

·Dust: 2.53g/sec

·Water consumption: 3,686 /day

·Sludge:

·Sulfur oxides: 13.2g/sec ·Produced
·Nitrogen

sewage

oxides: water: 98 /day

23.4g/sec
·CO: 10.8g/sec

25

and

waste 64,557ton/yr
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(4) Cokes/chemical conversion process
◦ Dry distillation (15~21 hours) of coking coal at high temperatures between 1000~1,300
to produce cokes with an adequate size and strength for BF operations and to refine
gas (COG).

Coke plant
Crusher

Function

Crush coal

Chemical by-product plant

Charging

Crusher

car
Charge
material

Function

Crush coal

Subsidiar Coke Oven, Coal preparation/transportation facility, fire
y

extinguishing facility, charging car, quenching car,

facilities

transfer car

26

Charging
car
Charge material

Function

PGC, ETP, H2S/NH3 Scrubber,
BTX Scrubber, desulfuring facility
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(Unit: 10,000 ton/yr)

◦ Air quality

◦ Water quality

·Dust : 17.250g/sec

<Coking plant>

·Sulfur oxides : 39.2g/sec

·Water consumption : 17,854 /day

·Nitrogen oxides : 56.4g/sec ·Produced sewage and waste water : 118 /day
·CO : 39.6g/sec

<Chemical conversion plant>

·VOCS : 1.3964g/sec

·Water consumption : 13,711 /day
·Produced sewage and waste water : 4,800 /day

27

◦ Waste
·Sludge :

8,907ton/yr

·Slag : 160,323ton/yr
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(5) Blast furnace process
◦ The reducing gas and heat generated by the combustion of cokes and oxygen in the hot
blast is used to reduce and smelt the iron ore to manufacture hot metal. Due to the
differences in specific gravity, hot metal and slag is separated and discharged at the
bottom of the furnace. The hot metal is sent to the steel making plant while slag is
manufactured into a material for cement.
◦ Hot metal production capacity: 7 million ton/yr (3.5 million ton/yr x two units, operated for
300 days per year.)

Raw material treatment

Spec

Transfer

Charging

facility

facility

Conveyor
belt
Transfer

Pulverized
coal crushing

Hot stove

Blast furnace Gas cleaning

capability

Bell-less type Max.250kg/t-p

External
combustion×8

4,500 ×2

Charge

material to material into
Function the top of the furnace
blast

and control

furnace

distribution

Cyclone
+Scrubber

Slag
processing

Spec

Eliminate
Substitute for
coal

1,250
Supply hot
blast

Manufacture
hot metal

BFG among
dust and
generate
power
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(Unit: 10,000
ton/yr)

Sinter
(942)

Pellet & sized
ore (236)

Coke
(236)

Subsidiary
raw
material
(19)

F U R NA C E T O P C H ARG I N G
E Q U IP M ENT

Inner volume

PCI
(129)

of blast

Hot Blast

(8.1×108N /yr)

furnace
4,500

BFG HOLDER

(6.9×108N /yr)

Steel making

(700)

◦ Air quality
·Dust: 20.126g/sec

◦ Water quality

·Sulfur oxides: 25.2g/sec

·Water consumption: 8,049 /day

·Nitrogen oxides: 22.6g/sec ·Produced sewage and waste water:
·CO: 14.6g/sec

1,688 /day

◦ Waste
·Slag : 2,142,000ton/yr
·Dust :
·Sludge :

99,960ton/yr
49,980ton/yr

·Spent brick :

·Lead: 2.8×10-4g/sec
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4,988ton/yr
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(6) Steel making process
◦ In the steel making plant, hot metal manufactured in the blast furnace and scrap is used
as the main material to manufacture steel that is produced by converter with a capacity
of 300 ton / heat. The molten steel goes through the reheating or degassing processes
and is supplied to the continuous casting process.
◦ Since the pig iron produced in the blats furnace contains coal and impurities, this cannot
be produced into products. Thus, a pre-treatment process is required to eliminate
impurities including sulfur and phosphorous to obtain the properties of steel.
◦ Molten steel produced in the blast furnace is transferred to the steel making plant using
the Torpedo Ladle Car (TLC). Upon arriving at the steel making plant, the molten steel
is loaded from the TLC to the molten steel ladle. The ladle is pre-processed in the
desulphurization facility (KR: Kanvara Reactor) where it is agitated by machine and
charged into the blast furnace.

Preparation
for hot metal
Hot metal
preparation
yard
TLC
Spec

capacity
350T
Transfer hot

Function

metal and
prepare for
charging

Pre-treatment of hot metal

Desulfur
(KR)

300T/day x
3unit
Eliminate
sulfur within
hot metal
S: 0.025
→0.003%

Second smelting process
Converter

Dephosphor

Hot metal

( dephosphorizing

preparation

converter )

yard

300T/day ×1unit

Eliminate phosphor within
hot metal

300ton x 2unit

Decarburizing reaction

C: 4.3%

→0.02%

→ 0.05%
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TLC capacity
350T

Transfer hot

and molten steel
manufacture

P: 0.1%

Spec

Function

metal and
prepare for
charging
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(Unit: 10,000
ton/yr)

Blast
furnace(700)

Pig iron (13)

Hot metal
pretreatment
Desulfur

Subsidiary
raw material
(5)

Scrap

Hot metal
pre-treatment
Dephosphor

(78)

Sintered ore
13)
Quick lime
29)

Decarburizing
converter

Others
(14)

LF

LDG HOLDER
(6.9×10 N /yr)
8

RH-TOB

Continuous
casting
(734)

◦ Water quality

◦ Air quality

◦ Waste

·Dust : 0.893g/sec ·Water consumption : 8,810 /day
·Lead
4

g/sec

:

·Slag :1,071,705ton/yr

-

7.0×10 ·Produced sewage and waste water : ·Dust : 22,021ton/yr
1,978 /day

·Sludge : 132,128ton/yr
·Spent
brick : 29,362ton/yr

(7) Continuous casting process
31
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◦ The molten steel produced in the converter is cooled first in the mold and then in the
segment. Slab is continuously cast and produced through mold vibration and operation
of rolls installed in the segment.

Facility

Spec

Function

Ladle turret

Tundish

Butterfly type ×3unit

Boat type × 6str

Capa. : 500T/side

Capa. : 80T/day

Support ladle and provide
molten steel to tundish

Mold

Caster

2set ×3unit

Spec

Separate floating inclusions and Initial coagulation of
inject molten steel into mold

32

molten steel

Function
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(Unit: 10,000
ton/yr)

Molten
steel(734
)

Caster

Tundish

Tundish
repair yard

Bag Filter

Strand
Guide

Slab
cutter

Scarfer

Electric
dust
collector

Slab
(700)

◦ Air quality

◦ Water quality

◦ Waste

·Dust: 0.839g/sec

·Water consumption: 8,767 /day

·Scale:

-3

·Lead: 1.4×10 g/sec ·Produced

sewage

1,133 /day
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and

waste

water: 71,400ton/yr
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(8) Hot-rolling process
◦ After heating slabs uniformly at a temperature between 1,200 and 1,300

in the

reheating furnace, hot-rolled coil with a thickness smaller than 25mm is produced
through the roughing mill and the finishing mill.
- Production capacity: 3.5 million ton/yr
- Reheating furnace: uniformly heat slab (1,200~1,300 )
- Roughing mill: roll the slab into a proper thickness for the finishing mill
- Finishing mill: roll the final product into a certain thickness

Heating
furnace

Capacity:
Spec

Function

Roughing mill

Finishing mill

Type

Type

:4tier(2tier)

Recoiler

Correction line
HSL : 4tier non-

of :4tier non-reversing

reversing type×2

300T/H

reversing

type×7unit

Recoiler×2unit

Maximum

×3unit

type×1unit

Motor

Motor

demand:

Walking

Motor: 9,5MW×2

beam type

Maximum demand Maximum demand

HDL : 2tier non-

: 60,000kN

reversing type×2

Reheat
uniformly

slab Roll into thickness
fit for rouching mill

:10.5MW×4, 9.5×3 : 1,500kW
: 50,000kN
Roll

to

the

thickness of final
product
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15,000kN

Improve surface
Roll

hot-rolled of products

strip into coil

Cut into ordered
length
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(Unit: 10,000
ton/yr)
Slab
(361)

Heating

Roughing

CROP SHEAR

Finishing
mill

Cooler

Recoiler

Correction(HSL,H
DL)

Hot-rolled
plate(350)

◦ Air quality

◦ Water quality

◦ Waste

·Dust: 1.071g/sec

·Water consumption: 11,800 /day

·Sludge: 5,180ton/yr

·Sulfur oxides: 25.2g/sec

·Produced sewage and waste water: ·Spent

·Nitrogen oxides: 18.3g/sec

1,033 /day

brick: 1,050ton/yr

·CO : 27.3g/sec

·Scale: 45,850ton/yr
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(9) Plate process
◦ Slabs are uniformly heated at a temperature between 1,100 and 1,300

in the reheating

furnace and rolled to produce plates with a thickness larger than 6mm.
- Production capacity: 200 million ton/yr
- Reheating furnace: uniformly heat slabs (1,100~1,300 )
- Accelerated cooling facility: Cool rolled product -> produce plate with high strength
- Roller: Rolled by width and length by product specifications

Heating
furnace

Spec

Function

Hot roller

Capacity

Type

:235T/H×2

: 4 tiers of reversing type×2unit

unit

Motor and maximum pressure

Walking

- Roughing mill: 9000ton

beam type

7,500kw

2-tier

- Finishing mill: 9000ton

charging

10,000kw

Heat slab
uniformly

Roll thick plates thicker than 6mm

Accelerated cooler

Method
: Online cooling
Length of facility
: 24-32m
Cooling speed
: 7-30 /sec
Accelerated
cooling of steel

36

Hot leveler

Cooling bed

Type
: 4tiers of reversing
type×1unit
Hydraulic Roll
Positioning Device
Target thickness

Walking beam
type
Temperature
: 100-1050

: 6-100mm
Level plate evenly

Cool product
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(Unit: 10,000
ton/yr)
Slab

Plate

◦ Air quality
·Dust: 0.2994g/sec
·Sulfur oxides: 8.3g/sec
·Nitrogen oxides: 5.8g/sec
·CO: 7.5g/sec

◦ Waste

◦ Water quality
·Water consumption: 4,667 /day
·Produced
water:

sewage

872 /day

37

and

waste

·Sludge: 3,960ton/yr
·Spent
brick:

800ton/yr

·Scale: 19,780ton/yr
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2.2 Power generation facility overview
◦ Off-gas generated in the blast furnace (N: 54.1%, CO : 22.0%, CO2 : 20.7%, H2 : 3.2%)
is used to operate turbines to produce power. After removing dust from the gas initially
through the multi-cyclone and secondly through the scrubber, it is used to operate
turbines and generate power.
◦ A separate Environmental Impact Assessment is scheduled for the power
generation facility.

<Figure 2-1> Process diagram of the blast furnace power generation facility
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Chapter 3. Environmental Conservation Goal Setting
3.1 Legislations related to the environment
The environmental standards for the construction and operation of this project will be
based on Framework Act on Environmental Policy as well as all legislation and emission
standards stipulated in other environment- related acts. The project will be carried out in a
direction to reduce environmental impact and to maintain the same environmental conditions
after the completion of the project.
Decree number 2 Article 10 of Framework Act on Environmental Policy
Air quality standards

Stream water quality standards

Noise standards
Rules on Drinking Water Standards and Inspection
Drinking water quality standards
Decree number 29-2 of Article 23 of Noise and Vibration Control Act.
Daily life noise

Vibration regulation standards

Decree number 6 of Article 12 of Waste Management Act
Specific standards and methods of collection of waste; transportation; storage and
treatment

3.2 Environmental standards and other related standards
Table 3.2-1 Air quality standards
Pollutants

Standard
Annual average of 0.02ppm or less

SO2

CO

Average of 24 hours 0.05ppm or less
Average of 1 hour 0.15ppm or less
Average of 8 hours 9ppm or less
Average of 1 hour 25ppm or less
Annual average of 0.03ppm or less

NO2

PM-10
O3
Pb

Average of 24 hours 0.06ppm or less
Average of 1 hour 0.10ppm or less
Annual average 50 /

or less

Average of 24 hours 100 / or less
Average of 8 hours 0.06ppm or less
Average of 1 hour 0.1ppm or less
Annual average 0.5 /

or less

Note. Hourly average shall not exceed one thousandth of the value and 8-hour and 24-hour averages shall
not exceed one ninety-nine hundredth of the values.
PM-10 refers to dusts with sizes 10 or less.
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Table 3.2-2 Steam water quality standards
S t a n d a r d
Grade

pH

BOD

SS

DO

( /L)

( /L)

( /L)

Total coliform (no. of total
colliforms/100mL)
Total coliforms Fecal coliforms

Very good

Ia

6.5 8.5

1 or less

25 or less

7.5 or more

50 or less

10 or less

Good

Ib

6.5 8.5

2 or less

25 or less

5.0 or more

500 or less

100 or less

Fairly good

II

6.5 8.5

3 or less

25 or less

5.0 or more

1,000 or less

200 or less

Average

III

6.5 8.5

5 or less

25 or less

5.0 or more

5,000 or less

1,000 or less

Fairly bad

IV

6.0 8.5

8 or less

100 or less

2.0 or more

-

-

Bad

V

6.0 8.5

10 or less

No floating waste

2.0 or more

-

-

Very bad

VI

-

More than 10

-

Less than 2.0

-

-

D e s c r i p t i o n
1. Water quality of each grade and condition of aquatic ecosystem
A.

Very good: Water with abundant dissolved oxygen and ecosystem close to clean state

without pollutants. Can be used in households after simple purification treatments including
filtering and sterilization.
B.

Good: Water with relatively sufficient amount of dissolved oxygen and relatively sound

ecosystem with little pollutants. Can be used in households after general purification treatments
including filtering, precipitation and sterilization.
C.

Fairly good: Water with some pollutants but good ecosystem with abundant dissolved water.

Can be used in households or as swimming pool water after general purification treatments
including filtering, precipitation and sterilization.
D.

Average: Water with average amount of pollutants with general ecosystem that consumes

dissolved oxygen. Can be used in households after advanced purification treatments including
filtering, precipitation, insertion of activated carbon and sterilization or can be used as industrial
water after advanced purification treatment.
E.

Fairly bad: Ecosystem that consumes dissolved oxygen due to fairly large amount of

pollutants. Can be used for agriculture or can be used as industrial water after advanced
purification treatments including filtering, precipitation, insertion of activated carbon and
sterilization.
F.

Bad: Ecosystem that consumes dissolved oxygen due to large amount of pollutants. Does

not cause unpleasant feelings to the general public who are walking by. Can be used at plants
after special purification treatment including insertion of activated carbon and reverse osmosis.
G. Very bad: Polluted water with little dissolved oxygen in which fish cannot sustain.
H.

Water of specific grade can be used for purposes fit for water with lower grades.

I.

In case water is treated with proper method through comprehensive review on pollution level

for each criterion such as pH and on water treatment method, water of specific grade can be used
for purposes fit for water with higher grades.
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Table 3.2-3 Quality standards of drinking water
Material

(Unit :

/ℓ)

Standard

Material

Standard

1. General Bacterial (mesophile)
100CFU/ or more

Mineral water
General Psychorophilic Bacteria

20CFU/ or more

General Mesophilic Bacteria

Bottled water(Test within 12 hours at 5CFU/ or more
4 )
Standards

100CFU/ or more

General Mesophilic Bacteria

20CFU/ or more

on bacteria 2. Total coliform

Mineral water and bottled water
3.

Fecal

Not found /100

streptococcus Not found /250

Pseudomonas bacteria

0.05 or more

2. Fluorine

1.5 or more

Mineral water and bottled water
Standards
on

General Psychorophilic Bacteria

1. Lead

inorganic
materials
with
health
hazards

Not found /250

2.0 or more

3. Arsenic

0.05 or more

4. Selenium

0.01or more

5. Mercury

0.001or more

6. Cyanide

0.01or more

7. Hexavalent chromium

0.05 or more

8. Ammonia Nitrogen

0.5 or more

9. Nitrate-N

10 or more

10. Cadmium

0.005 or more

9. Dichloromethane

0.02 or more

10. Benzene

0.01 or more

11. Toluene

0.7 or more

12. Ethylbenzene

0.3 or more

13. Xylenes

0.5 or more

14. 1.1-Dichloroethylene

0.03 or more

15. Carbon tetrachloride

0.02 or more

16. 1.2-3 Dibromochloropropane

0.003 or more

1. Hardness

300 /ℓ

Salmonella and shigella bacteria
4. Spore Forming Sulfite Reducing Not found /50
Anaerobes
Not found /2ℓ
5. Yersinia enterocolitica

1. Phenol

0.005or more

2. Diazion

0.02or more

Standards

Standards 3. Parathion

0.06 or more

on

on organic 4. Fenitrothion

0.04 or more

organic

materials

5. Carbaryl

0.07 or more

materials

with health 6 1.1.1-TCE

0.1 or more

with

hazards

7. PCE

0.01 or more

health

8. TCE

0.03 or more

hazards

1.

Free

chlorine

(free

chlorine

residual)

300 or more
-

Standards 2. THMs
on

10 or more

3. Chloroform

disinfectant 4. Chloralhydrate

No odor

and

4. Dibromoacetonitril

No taste

disinfectant 5. Dichloroacetonitril

1 or more

by-

6. Trichloroacetonitri

products

7.

Haloacetic

acid

dichloroacetic

5 degree or higher
(Sum
acid

of
and

0.5 or more

Bottled water

500 /ℓ

Standards 2. Consumption of KMnO4

10 /ℓ

of

3. Odor

No odor

materials 4. Taste

No taste

with

1 /ℓ

5. Copper

aesthetic
impacts

Not found

trichloroacetic acid)

Source) Appendix 1 of Rules on Drinking Water Quality Standards and Inspection
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Table 3.2-4

Seawater standards

Living environment
S t a n d a r d
pH
Grade

COD

DO

Total coliform

Oil extracted from

( /L)

( /L)

(Number of total

solvent( /L)

( /L)

( /L)

Total nitrogen Total phosphorus

colliforms/100mL)
7.8-8.3

1 or less

7.5 or more

1,000 or less

0.01 or less

0.3 or less

0.03 or less

6.5-8.5

2 or less

5 or more

1,000 or less

0.01 or less

0.6 or less

0.05 or less

6.5-8.5

4 or less

2 or more

1.0 or less

0.09 or less

Criteria for human health protection
Grade

All waters

S t a n d a r d ( /L)

I t e m
Cr6+

0.05

As

0.05

Cd

0.01

Pb

0.05

Zn

0.1

Cu

0.02

CN

0.01

Hg

0.0005

PCB

0.0005

Diazinon

0.02

Parathion

0.06

Malathion

0.25

1.1.1 TCE

0.1

PCE (Tetrachloroehylen)

0.01

TCE

0.03

DCE

0.02

Benzene

0.01

Phenol

0.005

Alkyl Benzene Sulfate (ABS)

0.5

Description
1. Grade I refers to a water quality fit for habitation and farming of marine products such as red sea-bream, yellowtail and
brown seaweed as well as for sea-bathing.
2. Grade II refers to a water quality fit for tourism at sea, boat riding for recreation as well as habitation and farming of
marine products other than those found in Grade I including millet and laver.
3. Grade III refers to water quality fit for industrial coolant and water used for other purposes including anchorage of
vessels.
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Table 3.2-5
Region

Noise standards
Standard

Subject zone

General Zone

“Ga”
Roadside Zone

Day (06:00 22:00)

Night (22:00 06:00)

“Ga” Zone

50

40

“Na” Zone

55

45

“Da” Zone

65

55

“Ra” Zone

70

65

65

55

“Da” Zone

and “Na” Zone

70

60

“Ra” Zone

75

70

Description 1. Classification of the applied zones of each region is as follows.
A. “Ga” Zone
(1) Conservation Management Zone, Natural Environment Conservation Zone and Agricultural Zone
among Managed Zones defined in Article 36 Clause 1 of Act on Planning and Use of National
Territory
(2) Green Zone among Urban Zone defined in Article 36 Clause 1 of Act on Planning and Use of
National Territory
(3) Exclusive Residential Zone among Residential Zone defined in Decree of Article 30 of Act on
Planning and Use of National Territory
(4) Area within 50 meters boundary of General Hospital defined in Article 3 of Medial Act.
(5) Area within 50 meters boundary of School defined in Article 2 of Elementary and Middle School
Act and Article 2 of High School Act.
(6) Area within 50 meters boundary of Public Library defined in Article 2 of Library and
ReadingPromotion Act
B. “Na” Zone
(1) Production Management Zone among Managed Zone defined in Article 26 Clause 1 of Act on
Planning and Use of National Territory
(2) General Residential Zone and Semi-residential Zone among Residential Zone defined in Decree
of Article 30 of Act on Planning and Use of National Territory
C. “Da” Zone
(1) Commercial Zone among Urban Zone defined in Article 36 Clause 1 of Act on Planning and Use
of National Territory and planned management Zone among Managed Zone defined in Decree of
the same Clause.
(2) Semi-industrial Zone among Industrial Zone defined in Decree of Article 30 of Act on Planning
and Use of National Territory
D. “Ra” Zone
General Industrial Zone and Exclusive Industrial Zone among Industrial Zone defined in Decree of
Article 30 of Act on Planning and Use of National Territory
2. Road refers to roads with more than two lanes with specific width required for safe and smooth
driving of vehicles in one file (two-wheeled vehicle not included).
3. Noise standards above do not apply to noises of airplanes, trains and construction sites.
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Table 3.2-6

Daily life noise standards
(Unit: dB(A))

Development

Promotion

Zone,

Natural

Speaker

Recreation

Day

Night
(22:00-05:00)

70 or less

80 or less

60 or less

50 or less

55 or less

45 or less

Plant and sites

50 or less

55 or less

45 or less

Construction sites

65 or less

70 or less

55 or less

70 or less

80 or less

60 or less

60 or less

65 or less

55 or less

Plant and sites

60 or less

65 or less

55 or less

Construction sites

70 or less

75 or less

55 or less

Noise source

Residential Zone, Tourism and

Morning and evening

(08:00-18:00)

Time

Subject Zone

(05:00-08:00, 18:0022:00)

Installed outdoors
In case noise is coming from
indoors to outdoors

Environment Conservation Zone
among Residential Zone, Green
Zone, Managed Zone. School,
Hospital

and

Public

Library

located in other Zones.
Speaker

Other Zones

Installed outdoors
In case noise is coming from
indoors to outdoors

Description.
1. Measurement method and measurement unit of noise are based on the Noise and Vibration Test Method.
2. Classification of subject zones is based on Act on Planning and Use of National Territory
3. The regulation standards are applied on subject zones affected by daily life noises.
4. When measures, speakers installed indoors should be used for two minutes or less for each time with
interval of fifteen minutes
5. Noise regulation standards of constructions sites are calibrated by +10 when operations hours are two
hours or less per day and by +5 when operation hours are more than two hours but less than four hours
when machinery or equipment subject to prior registration are used in a specific construction during
daytime.
6. In case of blasting noise, +10 is calibrated on regulation standards limited to daytime. (In case of
mines follow regulation standards of sites.)
7. Among construction sites, -5dB is calibrated to the following zones limited to holidays.
A. Residential Zone
B. Zone within 50 meters of Euclidean distance from boundaries of General Hospitals defined by Medial
Act; Schools defined by Elementary School and Middle School Act and High School Act; Public Libraries
defined by Library and Reading Promotion Act.

Table 3.2-7 Daily life vibration standards
(Unit : dB(V))

Time

Day (06:00-22:00)

Night (22:00-06:00)

Settlement Zone, Tourism and Recreation Development Promotion
Zone, Natural Environment Conservation Zone among Residential
Zone, Green Zone, Managed Zone. School, Hospital and Public
Library located in other Zones.

65or less

60 or less

Other zones

70 or less

65 or less

Subject zone

Description
1. Measurement method and measurement unit of vibration are based on the Noise and Vibration Test Method.
2. Classification of subject zones is based on Act on Planning and Use of National Territory
3. The regulation standards are applied on subject zones affected by daily life vibrations.
4. Vibration regulation standards of constructions sites are calibrated by +10
hours or less per day and by +5

when operations hours are two

when operation hours are more than two hours but less than four hours

when machinery or equipment subject to prior registration are used in a specific construction during daytime.
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Table 3.2-8 Discharge standards of sewage treatment facility and independent septic tank

Zone
Waterside Zone

Subject facility
Criteria
BOD removal rate (%)
BOD( /ℓ)

Independent septic tank Sewage treatment facility

SS ( /ℓ)
Specific Zone

BOD removal rate (%)
BOD ( /ℓ)
SS ( /ℓ)

Other Zone

BOD removal rate (%)
BOD ( /ℓ)

65 or more
100 or less

10 or less

65 or more
100 or less

10 or less
20 or less

50 or more
100 or less

20 or less
20 or less

SS ( /ℓ)

20 or less
Discharge standards of independent septic tanks treated with soil infiltration are as follows.
A. Remove 50% or more of suspended solids through initial treatment equipment.
B. Suspended solid of water discharged through soil infiltration after initial treatment shall be
250 /ℓor less.
Discharge standards of sewage treatment facilities shall be 10 /ℓ or less of BOD and 10 /ℓ or less
of SS.
For sewage treatment facilities installed in golf courses with lodgings, discharge standards shall be
5 /ℓ or less of BOD and 5 /ℓ or less of SS.
Description.
1.
The Waterside Zone defined in the table refers to Zones defined in Article 4 Clause 1 of Han
River Watershed Quality Improvement and Support of Residents Act. Specific Zone refers to
Section 1 and Sections 4 to 7 of Article 2-2.
2.
Discharge standards of Other Zones is applied for independent septic tanks installed in
Watershed Zone or Specific Zone in case of; final sewage treatment facility that has been approved
by regulations defined in Article 6 of Sewage Act; town sewage canal that completed consultation
based on regulations stipulated in Article 6-2 of Sewage Act; area scheduled to treat final waste
water treatment facilities approved by Article 26 of Water Quality Conservation Act.

3.3 Setting environmental conservation goals
The project will be carried out by observing the regulations of related environmental laws.
Environmental conservation goals will be defined based on the Framework Act on Environmental
Policy and other standards in legislation. The project will also be conducted with respect to the
environmental decree and regulations of Dangjin-gun.
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Dangjin Environmental Ordinance (December 31, 2001. Ordinance no, 1603)
Article 1. (Purpose)
The purpose of this ordinance is to manage and conserve sound and pleasant environment
by clarifying the basic concept, principle and responsibilities of each party for the
environmental conservation of Dangjin-gun and to define the basic requirements in
carrying out environmental conservation measures in a comprehensive and systematic
manner.

Article 3 (Basic concept)
The environment of Dangjin-gun shall be protected and managed so that its residents
sustain a sound and pleasant life.
The environment of Dangjin-gun shall be preserved so that man and nature live in
harmony and the ecosystem is sustained in a desirable manner.
Every measures Dangjin-gun takes must best reflect Clause 1 and Clause 2 of the basic
concept.
Article 7 (Responsibilities of parties implementing projects)
Parties implementing projects have the responsibilities to respect the measures of
Dangjin-gun to properly treat every pollutant generated from the project and to conserve
the natural environment.
Parties implementing projects must cooperate to satisfy the environmental standards by
improving the entire process of manufacturing, processing, marketing and treating of
products in an environmentally friendly manner, saving resources, recycling and
reducing emission of pollutants.
Parties implementing projects must conduct sustainable research to reduce pollution
arising from the products related to the projects as well as usage and discharge of other
goods and make effort to provide necessary information.
Parties implementing projects must fully cooperate with environmental conservation
activities including research and PR activities of residents and groups of Dangjin and
make effort to promote environmental conservation activities to the local community.
Article 13 (Review on regional environmental impact)
In case there are concerns that a certain project would have an impact on the environment,
the mayor of Dangjin-gun can demand the parties implementing the project to take proper
considerations in environmental conservation and make prior environmental impact review.
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Result of detailed review on opinion of the environmental review council.

Since the Songsan Industrial Complex is established for an industry with serious
environmental impact, strategies to address international environmental regulations must
be established. Complements must be made in this regard.

A. Air quality
Pollutants emitted in facilities that discharge air pollutants like the sinter and the blast
furnace that will be installed and operated within the Songsan Industrial Complex would
observe domestic standards. It will also satisfy the fortified standard that goes into effect
from January 1, 2003 to observe emission standards equal or more stringent than those in
advanced countries. After 2003, emission level of dust will be similar to the German
standards or only 33 to 70 percent of the Japanese standards. Sulfur oxide level will be
46% of the U.S. standards and nitrogen oxide level will be similar to the Japanese
standards and 25 to 34 percent lower than the German standards. Although CO emission
level is higher than what is required in the U.S., it is only 87.5 percent of the German
standards. Therefore, facilities in the industrial complex will be able to cope with
international environmental regulations.

Emission standards of major countries since January 1, 2003
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In regards to the Climate Change Convention and the Kyoto Protocol that limits
emission of greenhouse gases including carbon dioxide, counter-plans must be
established to satisfy these global conventions when this project is implemented. Since
there is a high possibility that Korea will be assigned as one of the countries responsible
for greenhouse gas reduction from 2012, the government is in the course of establishing
plans including The “Comprehensive Measures Against Climate Change” plan. In
establishing detail plans for this project, the contents of the Measures will be reviewed and
requirements in implementing the project will be consulted with related authorities. In
addition, budget (or plan) to adopt new technology for cutting greenhouse gas emission,
should one be developed in the future, will be secured from the current stage.
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B. Water quality
Recycling of the vast amount of wastewater discharged from the industrial complex will
be maximized through spraying them on the raw material yard, gardens, railroad exclusion
site and slag yard after treatment. (This accounts for 28 percent or more than the total
sewage and wastewater.) Through these measures, water consumption will be reduced
and the impact on the adjacent watershed will be minimized.
Measures to achieve economic, environmental and social sustainability must be proposed
in more details.

A. Economically sustainable development
Through implementation of the project, KRW 4.22 trillion will be generated from product
production and KRW 1.18 trillion of operating margin will be created among which KRW
295.4 billion will be paid as corporate tax and KRW 29.5 billion as residential tax to the
local government annually thereby contributing to the procurement of regional and national
budget. The project will also generate 26,400 jobs and add 41,824 residents to the area
and contribute to the growth of Dangjin-gun.
B. Socially sustainable development
For the residents within the industrial complex, land for building single-unit houses will
be provided through development of land for the migrants. Residents who sustained living
through commercial activities in Seonggumi town will be provided with commercial sites
within the project area. This will improve the overall living conditions of the residents and
also help increase the land values in the nearby area. Therefore, the project will cause no
regional conflict and facilitate economic and social integration of the region. For the
residents whose livelihood depend on fishery, sufficient compensations will be made after
thorough impact analysis and high-quality pollution prevention facilities will be provided to
minimize environmental impact on the nearby sea area.
C. Environmentally sustainable development
→ This section will be divided into seven areas for implementation.
Area

Implementation plan
◦ Buildings near residential area will be designed in an aesthetically
appealing manner and installment of green fence and open-type

•Landscape and

fence will be encouraged to secure sufficient green zone and create a

construction

friendly living environment. The commercial site located in the
northern part will be installed with buildings well balanced with the
coastal landscape so that it becomes an eye-catching spot.
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Area

Implementation plan

•Road and traffic

◦Installation of human-oriented road, road exclusively for bicycles
will be reviewed to enable pleasant pedestrian roads.

•Resource
energy

◦A 56MW power generation facility that uses off-gas pressure
generated from blast furnace within the steel making process
and
will be adopted in line with the national energy strategy. Roofs of single-unit houses will be created into green zones to save
energy for air-conditioning and heating.

•Ecosystem
green zone

◦Industrial complex will be efficiently managed and an area with
and abundant trees will be turned into a park. A part of the complex
will be turned into an eco-park to provide recreational spaces
for the plant workers and the residents nearby.

◦ Water from the second stage of Comprehensive Daecheong Dam
System Waterworks will be purified in Asan Water Purification Plant
(with a capacity of 71,000 /day) and provided to the industrial
complex. Since the industrial water is currently supplied from
Asan Lake (350,000 /day), treated in the Asan Water
Purification Plant and provided to the complex, 105,000 /day
needed in the plant will be provided through consultations with
•Water resource
the Korea Water Resources Corporation. Of the 49,857ton of
and water quality
sewage and wastewater generated daily, 14,000ton will be
management
recycled as gray water. The cooling water generated in each
process will be recycled as much as 98.6% through in-house
water treatment facility to prepare for water shortages in the
future. Sewage and wastewater will be treated to achieve a
concentration under COD 20ppm (BOD 10pm) fit for usage as gray
water. This will not only satisfy emission standards of 40ppm but also
reduce 1,180kg per day in terms of COD load.

•Air quality

◦ Automatic sensor will be installed at the discharge pipe to
constantly check emission level. Around-the-clock sensors will
be installed in two spots on the boundary to constantly check
the impact of industrial complex on air quality.
◦Domestic emission standards will be applied for the air
pollutants discharged from the facilities. Fortified standards will
be applied after January 1, 2003 to observe standards equal or
more stringent than those in advanced countries.

•Waste

◦Among total waste of 4,128,567ton/yr, the amount treated in
landfill will be reduced by 69,549ton/yr while 70,156ton/yr more will
be recycled. By minimizing dependency on landfill, cutting volume of
waste and turning waste into resources, environmentally friendly
treatment will be encouraged. After saturation, the landfill will be
turned into a park to provide recreational spaces for employees.
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Comparison of development budget and future profit
Classif Budget for development (Invested
ication budget)
1. Development of industrial complex:
Econo
KRW 176.2 billion
mic
2. Construction of nearby residential
cost
zone: KRW 30.5 billion
1. Development of industrial complex:
KRW 923.1 billion
2. Construction of migration area: KRW
562 billion
Social
3. Establishment of commercial area:
cost
included in development of industrial
complex
4. Compensation for fishers: under
investigation

Enviro
nment
al cost

Total

Profit (from production)
1. Annual profit: KRW 4.22
trillion

1. Dangjin: KRW 5.279 trillion
2.Chungcheongnam-do
(Including
Dangjin):
KRW
7.1927 trillion
3. Rest of the nation: KRW 3.
8596 trillion

1. Air pollution prevention facility: KRW
130 billion
2. Water pollution prevention facility:
KRW 350 billion
3. Construction of landfill: KRW 9 billion
4. Construction of park: KRW 25 billion

1. Usage of gray water: KRW
140 million
2. Recycling of waste: KRW
60 billion

Short-term cost: approx.
trillion

Long-term profit: approx. KRW
20.3503 trillion

KRW 2.2058

Ref

Note) Budget for development is subject to change when detail plan is established.
Source) Social cost: Development model consulted by Urban Traffic Science Research
Center of Yonsei University (August 31, 2005) – Estimation on the economic effect of the
steel mill operation (Production generation effect)
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Chapter 4 Environmental Impact Assessment (Original)
4.1 Major Impact on the Environment
4.1.1 Natural Environment
A. Topography

Soil Quality

□ During Construction
◦ Topography changes expected due to cutting/ banking (Total earth work amount:
Cutting - 5,837,948 , Banking - 8,956,626 , Lack of Land - 2,919,678 )
◦ Slopes to be created(Maximum Cutting Height: 26.11m, Maximum Banking Height:
4.78m)
◦ Topographic changes to result from land reclamation from the public water area: The
establishment of shore protection structures, the weakening of the foundation
◦ Fertile soil to be generated(53,545.08 ).
B. Land Fauna

Flora

□ During Construction
◦ Change in the flora and vegetation distribution in the area surveyed to be insignificant
◦ Tress to be damaged: A total of 15,112 trees
◦ Small change in the Degree of Green Naturality(DGN) and the phytomass expected
□ During Operation
◦ Damage to the habitat of the land fauna and the migration of the animals expected;
change in species and population to be insignificant
◦ With increases in the number of landscape tree species to be planted or that of
vehicles inside the project site, some of naturalized plants, roadside and wayside
plants to be introduced into the site or increase in population.
C. Marine Fauna

Flora

□ During Construction
◦ In the case that suspended solids resulting from quaywall/ shore protection
construction and rubble dropping as part of the land reclamation from the sea
increase the turbidity and deteriorate seawater quality, marine life(planktons,
cultivated marine animals and plants) is expected to suffer a temporary fall in primary
productivity, respiratory and metabolism disorders and growth inhibition
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□ During Operation
◦ Marine life is expected to be affected, during operation, by trace elements(heavy
metals) and chemicals contained in discharged sewage

wastewater after treatment

D. Marine Environment
□ Seawater Flow Experiment
◦ A simulated seawater flow experiment conducted using the TIDE3D model indicated
that no change in tidal level would be caused by this project and that seawater flow
would not be changed much(The test also indicated there would be a change of
0.06km/sec in the sea section 1km away from the project site)
□ During Construction
◦ Spread of suspended loads resulting from land reclamation from the public water area
and shore protection construction is expected to cause seawater contamination, and,
the results of the estimation based on the ELA-sed model are as follows: the
concentrations generated were 5%, 3%, 1% with the 100% as the basis and ranges of
influence were estimated to be 0.4km, 0.8km, 2.7km at flood and 0.4km, 1.7km,
5.8km at ebb
◦ Land reclamation is expected to cause sedimentation
and the change in sedimentation

accumulation on the seabed,

accumulation is estimated 0.05m/year at

minimum ~ 0.9m/year at maximum based on seabed stress and the empirical
equation for sedimentation

accumulation

□ During Operation
◦ The impact of the discharge of water from wastewater final treatment facilities into the
sea estimated using the COMIX model is expected to be insignificant with an
estimated increase of 0.005~0.058mg/l in COD concentration.
E. Irrigation

Sluice

□ During Construction
◦ The quantity of sediment runoff is increased during the development.
-

Before development: 37 /storm

-

During development:

757 /storm before the transfer of Section 38 of the national road
636 /storm after the transfer of Section 38 of the national road
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□ During Operation
◦ Hydraulic changes are expected due to a drainage way plan without considering
changes in the design flood discharge from the project site and flood discharges from
the nearby drainage basin.
4.1.2 Living Environment
A. Land Use
□ Total Area Concerned: 3,173,760
Draft

Classification

Current
Area

Composition Remarks
Ratio
(%)
Pyung

Composition
Ratio
(%)

Area

Pyung
Total

3,173,760 960,062

100.0

3,173,760 960,062

100.0

Factory Site

2,498,160 755,693

78.7

2,463,510 745,212

77.6

Sewage/Wastewater
Treatment Facility

129,410

39,147

4.1

129,410

39,147

4.1

Waste Treatment Facility

144,510

43,714

4.5

144,510

43,714

4.5

52,480

15,875

1.7

52,480

15,875

1.7

94,590

28,613

3.0

94,590

28,613

3.0

225,400

68,184

7.1

225,400

68,184

7.1

29,210

8,836

0.9

63,860

19,317

2.0

Drainage Way
Public
Space

Park & Green
Area
Green Buffer
Zone
Road

B. Air Quality
□ During Construction
◦ Fine particles made of contaminants and moving sediment were generated at the
workplace by the use of equipment during the construction of this industrial
complex(land reclamation from public water area + cutting

banking), the

improvement of land foundation, the creation of shore protection and other relevant
works
-

PM-10 8.6619g/sec, NO2 11.9704g/sec
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◦ In the case of the carrying of lack of land into the project site, those vehicles moving
between the project site and the borrow pit produce some contaminants
-

Without those vehicles carrying rocks and soils: PM-10: 0.0301g/
NO2: 0.6750g/

-

sec,

sec

With those vehicles carrying rocks and soils: PM-10: 0.0358g/
NO2: 0.7789g/

sec,

sec

◦ Pile driving as part of the groundwork for constructing buildings produces
contaminants(when diesel pile hammers used)
NO2: 0.2796g/sec

- PM-10: 0.0170g/sec,

◦ Predicted concentration of contaminants during construction
- PM-10 (based on 24 hrs average): 37.5~64.2 /
- NO2 (based on 24 hrs average): 18.8~40.2ppb
□ During Operation
◦ Fugitive dust generation at raw materials yards(after reduction): 0.0290g/sec
◦ Contaminant generation at manufacturing factories(after reduction)
Dust

Sox

NOx

CO

Dioxin

Lead

(g/sec)

(g/sec)

(g/sec)

(g/sec)

(g-TEQ/sec)

(g/sec)

73.23

198.85

176.79

214.00

2.07×10-8

1.87×10-2

◦ Predicted concentration of contaminants in the vicinity(after reduction)

Environmental

Air Quality Standards satisfied
Dust

Sox

NOx

CO

Dioxin

Lead

(24 hrs)

(24 hrs)

(24 hrs)

(8 hrs Average)

(Annual Average)

(Annual Average)

40.9 69.5

5.3 11.8

22.5 34.1

0.3096~

/

Ppb

Ppb

0.7079ppm

0.0237fg/

0.00002~
0.00047 /

◦ Prediction of secondary contaminant(O3)
C. Water Quality
□ During Construction
◦ Contamination is expected to increase due to the runoff of sediments and rainwater
◦ Rainwater Runoff
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- Before the transfer of Section 38 of the national road: 86.9 /s
- After the transfer of Section 38 of the national road: 78.0 /s
◦ Domestic sewage is expected to be generated by labor force inputted
- Sewage generation: 52.65 /day

- BOD load: 13.321 /day

◦ In the case of drilling investigations in the project site, drill holes and underground
wells may probably contaminate ground water.
□ During Operation
◦ The use of cooling water and/or water for specific usage is to occur while wastewater
and sewage is to generated
- Cooling water circulated: 3,927,700 ton/day,
- Supply of supplementary cooling water: 77,274 ton/day(98.1% recycled)
- Use of water for specific usage: 105,000 /day
- Generation of sewage and wastewater: 59,000 /day
◦ Contamination by non-point pollutants
- Generation of non-point pollutants: 10,652 /day
D. Soil
□ During Construction
◦ Soil contamination is expected due to the dismantlement of (one) oil storage facility
and buried pipes and cables, equipment running and other such reasons.
◦ Ground water is expected to be contaminated due to pollutant seepage from the
contaminant storage tank.
□ During Operation
◦ Soil acidification is expected due to air pollutants.
E. Waste
□ During Construction
◦ Generation of construction wastes in relation to the removal of buried pipes and
cables:
-

Concrete Breaking: 19,726.6 , Ascon Breaking: 30,237.6

◦ Generation of waste oil:
-

276.4ℓ/day in relation to the construction of the complex and 30ℓ/day in relation to
the construction of shore protections
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◦ Generation of forest and wood wastes
- Above-ground parts: 2,709 ton, Underground parts(roots): 478 ton, Total: 3,187 ton
◦ Generation of solid wastes and excretions by onsite labor
- Domestic wastes: 136 /day, Excretions: 206 ℓ/day
◦ Oil leak due to accidents during construction equipment running at the time of the
construction of shore protections
□ During Operation
◦ Generation of industrial wastes subject to final treatment during the operation of the
industrial complex
- Solid waste: 3,979 ton/year
-Industrial wastes: 65,884 ton/year
- Specified wastes: 29,615 ton/year
F. Noise

Vibration

□ During Construction
◦ Impact of operating equipment
- Noise: 70.7~77.7 dB(A) → exceeding the target
- Vibration: 52.5~58.1 dB(A) → satisfying the target
◦ Noise

vibration in relation to blasting

- Noise: 72.2~74.5 dB(A) → satisfying the target
- Vibration: 0.17~0.019 kine → satisfying the target
◦ Noise

vibration in relation to pile driving

◦ Noise

vibration in relation to the operation of the construction waste size reduction

facility
◦ Noise in relation to vehicles moving between the project site and the borrow pits
- An increase of 0.4~ 2.1 dB(A) in comparison with the predicted traffic noise before
those vehicles moving between the project site and the borrow pits, which means the
presence of those vehicles moving between the project site and the borrow pits would
not cause much noise
◦ Noise in relation to the operation of equipment and machinery in the industrial
complex
-

The estimated noise level calculated using correct values satisfied the noise

emission standards
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G. Odor
□ During Operation
◦ Generation of odorous substances from basic environmental Facilities
(sewage/wastewater final treatment facilities, landfill facilities)
- Sewage/wastewater treatment facility: Ammonia: 1.01×10-5g/sec, H2S: 2.32×10g/sec, Methyl mercaptan: 1.22×10-5g/sec, Trimethylamine: 5.16×10-5g/sec

5

- Landfill facility: Ammonia: 0.6820g/sec, H2S: 0.1507g/sec
◦ Generation of odor from manufacturing factories
- Coke factory: VOCs: 1.3965g/sec
- Wastewater treatment facility(BET) in Haseong: H2S: 0.0096g/sec
- Sintering factory: VOCs: 34.9125g/sec
- Blast furnace factory: H2S: 2.16g/sec
◦ Predicted odor concentration at the project site boundary

satisfying the odor

emission standards
Odorous Substances

Site boundaries
(24 hrs average)

Ammonia

Hydrogen Sulfide

Methyl Mercaptan

Trimethylamine

VOCs

(ppb)

H2S((ppb)

(ppb)

(ppb)

( / )

87.91~94.93

1.59~12.79

0.1211

0.1544

0.0022

~0.1351

~0.1714

~0.5167

H. Landscape
□ During Construction
◦ As some part of the ridge of the surrounding hill area and its surrounding area are
included as the project site, the landscape of green areas is expected to be damaged.
◦ The topography of the region concerned is generally flat and gently sloping, which
makes it easy to recognize from all directions.

Still, the topographic features of the

north, south and west parts of the region are expected to limit the field of vision
I. Hygiene

Public Health

□ During Operation
◦ Relatively highly concentrated carbon monoxide(CO) is present in the vicinity of the
project site and it is highly probable that those highly vulnerable to CO or smokers
would suffer health problems when exposed to lowly concentrated CO.
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4.1.3 Social and Economic Environments
A. Population and Residence
□ During Operation
◦ The dismantle of buried pipes and cables and houses during the course of the
construction is expected to cause the moving of local residents in some areas
◦ The input of construction labor may cause a temporary increase in effective labor
force
◦ Direct

indirect population increase thanks to factory workers during factory

operation
B. Industry
□ During Operation
◦ Korea’s shipbuilding industry has been dependent on Japan for a third of its total steel
requirement; the present Korean steel market is claimed by POSCO(3,400,000 ton)
and Dongkuk Steel(2,500,000 ton); and in consideration of international
competitiveness of the Korean shipbuilding industry, the construction of an additional
steel mill on the project site is expected to help the Hyundai Steel secure

a stable

demand by 2020
C. Public Facility
□ During Operation
◦ The increase in local population resulting from the construction of a steel mill is
expected to exceed the capacity of existing cultural, welfare and other public facilities
D. Education
□ During Operation
◦ The number of students in Dangjin-gun was found to be 21,774 students by a 2004
survey, but the figure is expected to increase up to 34,484 in 2013 due to the
construction/ operation of the steel mill, causing the lack of schools and teachers.
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E. Traffic
□ During Construction
◦ Traffic flow problems in the vicinity of the project site due to those large vehicles
entering and exiting the project site
◦ Additional inconvenience and higher accident probability due to those construction
vehicles parked in the vicinity of the project site
◦ Occupancy of pedestrian space by construction vehicles and higher danger to
pedestrians in the vicinity of the project site
□ During Operation
◦ Inefficient operation of traffic lights at the crossroad near the project site
◦ Need to secure sufficient parking space
◦ Higher probability of safety accidents and inconvenience to users due to the lack of
traffic safety facilities installed
◦ Higher probability of ship accidents due to the shipment of materials/ products from
and to the industrial complex by sea
F. Cultural Properties
□ During Construction
◦ As digging(excavation) surveys didn’t find any specific signs of antiquity or relics, it isn’t
deemed so unnatural to judge that there’s no buried cultural properties

4.2 Plan to Reduce Environmental Impact
4.2.1 Natural Environment
A. Topography

Soil Quality

◦ Establishment of a plan to treat shore protections(the shrinking method selected)
◦ The implementation of the vertical drain method and the consolidation drainage
method in order to improve weak foundations
◦ The existing (three) borrow pits near lack of land
◦ Establishment of a plan to treat the areas where slopes occurs and where the slopes
of the shore protections appear(1:1.5)

◦ Sections with weak foundation –
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- Selection of the consolidation drainage method and the vertical drain method,
installation of interim drainage ways
◦ Establishment of a plan to manage fertile soils(recycling at the time of landscape
planting and slope revegetation works)
B. Land Fauna

Flora

◦ Securing of an interim place for transplanting trees to prevent damage to trees and
establishment of land fauna protection measures
◦ Establishment of a plan to create green areas: Creation of neighborhood parks and
green areas as well as green buffer zones
◦ Establishment of a plan to create sand basins and interim drainage ways for land
animals
C. Marine Fauna

Flora

□ During Construction
◦ Construction of interim shore protections during the land reclamation works; installation
of silt protectors prior to the shore protection construction and land reclamation
construction and the keeping of oil dispersants, oil fences, etc. on site as a response
to possible marine pollution accidents
□ During Operation
◦ Plan to minimize environmental impact of sewage/wastewater discharged as planned in
7.1.5 Marine Environment in order to control the concentrations of COD, T-N, T-P and
heavy metal irons in the water discharged from the sewage/wastewater final treatment
facilities after high-level treatment methods, lower than 20
than 2

/ℓ, lower than 20

/ℓ, lower

/ℓ and less than base values, respectively.

D. Marine Environment
□ During Construction
◦ Silt protectors are planned to be installed at a spot 100m away from the existing
breakwater at Seonggumi Port, in a way that would not impact safe navigation of
existing fishing boats, in order to reduce the diffusion of suspended loads during the
land reclamation works.
◦ Silt protectors are planned to be installed at some of the sub-sections of the section
where undersea outlet conduits will be constructed
◦ Oil dispersants and oil fences are planned to be kept on site in order for immediate
response to marine pollution accidents.
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□ During Operation
◦ Factory wastewater, sewage and non-point pollutants which are treated by unit, are
planned to be transferred to the sewage/ wastewater treatment facility for treatment,
led to the undersea divergent duct after treatment through a system of pipes, and then
discharged into the sea in order to minimize the diffusion of pollution into surrounding
coasts induced by tidal flows
E. Irrigation

Sluice

□ During Construction
◦ Installation of interim drainage ways and sand basins in order to reduce sediment
runoffs during construction: the size of each sand basin must be enough to reduce
95.2% of sediment runoffs before the transfer of Section 38 of the national road and
94.2% after the transfer in consideration of the reduction ratio calculated
◦ Minimum Size of Sand Basin
- Before the transfer of Section 38 of the national road: 31,000
- After the transfer of Section 38 of the national road: 27,000
□ During Operation
◦ Drainage ways are to be designed for a 20m-wide river with a freeboard of 0.6m in
order to prevent flooding at the most upper reaches as well as with a formation height
of EL.5.78m in the industrial complex.

The formation height is to be higher than

EL.5.25m
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4.2.2 Living Environment
A. Land Use
◦ Compensation for the land and buried pipes and cables included in the project site is to be
made in accordance with the Land Expropriation Act
◦ It is planned to create green areas in 10.1%(a total of 319,990
site: 94,590

of the park and green area and 225,400

in area) of the project

of the green buffer zone

◦ The green areas within the factory site are to be 5~12m in width in order to block the view
of the factory and primarily shield off pollutants emitted from the factory
B. Air Quality
□ During Construction
◦ To reduce the impact of fugitive dust generated during construction, the followings are
planned: the installation of movable windscreens for fugitive dust, regular water sprinkling,
wheel wash/ side wash sprinkling machines; the advance pavement of entrance roads and
the construction of a road for construction-related usages only; and the management of
construction vehicles.

Also, to reduce the impact of gaseous emissions generated by the

operation of construction equipment, an efficient work process is established.
□ During Operation
◦ In order to minimize air pollutants generated over the manufacturing process of the steel
mill from the treatment of materials to the manufacturing of steel products, the
improvement of the work process(equipment) and the installation of pollution prevention
facilities are planned
C. Water Quality
□ During Construction
◦ Shore protection works are planned to be conducted first in order to keep sediment
runoffs generated during the construction from being directly discharged into the sea;
drainage ways are planned to be constructed in advance within the project site so as to
lead all rainwater on site into the sand basins via interim drainage ways; and, with the
itemization of the construction plan, interim drainage ways are planned to be installed to
guide water into the sand basins in consideration of the topographies before and after the
transfer of Section 38 of the national road

◦ Minimum Size of Sand Basin
- Before the transfer of Section 38 of the national road: 31,000
- After the transfer of Section 38 of the national road: 27,000
◦ In consideration of 52.65 /day of sewage generated on the construction site and the
ratio allowance rate, a sewage/wastewater treatment facility with the capacity of
60 /day is to be installed
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◦ Underground wells are to be closed pursuant to “Article 15 of the Groundwater Act
and Clause 3 of Article 24 of the Enforcement Decree of the law”
□ During Operation
◦ The domestic water is to be supplied via linkage with D350

pipe buried at the

roadside of the national road
◦ The water for industrial use required in the industrial complex is to be supplied via a
duct ramified from the existing pipe buried at the roadside of the national road after
consultation with the Korea Water Resources Corporation(K-Water)
◦ All unrecycled cooling water is to be treated at the sewage/wastewater final treatment
facility, and the temperature of the water discharged is to be maintained at room
temperature through the open-type natural cooling for a minimum of over 24 hours
◦ Each type of factory wastewater, factory-specific sewage water and non-point
pollutants are to be treated at the treatment facility according to units, and then
transferred to the sewage/wastewater final treatment facility
- Concentration of discharge: less than 20 /ℓ of COD concentration, 20 /ℓ of T-N
concentration(after 2013), 1 /ℓ of T-P concentration
◦ The quantity of discharge is to be reduced through recycling via the gray water
treatment facility
- Discharge in case of a rainfall: 56,300 /day,
- Discharge in case of a fine weather: 11,000 /day
D. Soil
□ During Construction
◦ In order to minimize soil contamination caused by waste oil, a waste oil storage facility
is to be constructed within the project site
◦ Waste oil generated is to be treated on consignment
□ During Operation
◦ A plan is established to monitor the spots for expected soil contamination induced by
the operation of the land-filling site and other expected contaminations caused by the
storage tank
◦ A plan is established for ex-post measurement of soil contaminated areas in the drop
point of air pollutants During Operation

E. Waste
□ During Construction
◦ Construction wastes are to be separately disposed before the implementation of the
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project, and then treated on consignment to the selected construction waste treatment
company or intermediate treatment company, construction waste.

A recycling facility is to

be constructed to recycle 100% of waste concrete
◦ In order to recycle damaged trees and wood as much as possible, after the opinions of
the residents are heard, such wood and trees are to be provided to nearby stock-raising
farms, free of charge, to use sawdust as compost, and after such provision, remaining
trees and wood are to be sold to sawmills
◦ All pieces of equipment are to be maintained and checked for smooth operation at a
maintenance and repair shop before their operation, and waste oil inevitably generated is
to be stored inside the waste oil storage tank at the construction site and then treated on
consignment.

Solid wastes generated by construction workers are to be collected inside

separate collection bins which are installed at the construction site and the onsite office,
and then treated on consignment
□ During Operation
◦ Solid wastes, Industrial wastes and specified industrial wastes are to be collected and
primarily recycled.

Those wastes subject to reclamation, are to be reclaimed in the

landfill site within the industrial complex and those wastes subject to incineration, are to be
treated on consignment to an outside incineration facility
F. Noise

vibration

□ During Construction
◦ Temporary installation of soundproof panels: Height(H) 3.0m, Total Length(L) 2,865m
- Decentralized equipment allocation and adjustment of the operating time
- Adjustment of blasting types and the quantity of charges through test blasting
- Utilization of low-level noise generating pile driving equipment (diesel hammer →
hydraulic hammer, vibration hammer)
□ During Operation
◦ An anti-noise plan including the placement of high-level noise generating devices indoor is
to be established and noise generating devise-specific noise prevention facilities are to
be installed
◦ Installation of sound-proof embankments at the boundaries of the site

G. Odor
□ During Operation
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◦ In order to reduce the odorous substances generated from basic environmental
facilities(sewage/wastewater final treatment facilities, landfill facilities), a plan to
compare, review, determine and implement the methods to process generated gases
including the plan for odorous air collection from the sewage/wastewater treatment
facility and deodorization facility and the plan for collection of gas generated from the
landfill site and gas treatment, is to be established
◦ In order to reduce the odorous substances generated from the manufacturing factory, a
plan to improve the work process(equipment) and install a reduction facility is to be
established
H. Landscape
◦ The size and formation of the facilities are to largely be in tune with the landscape of the
surrounding area:

The facilities are in harmony with the horizontal landscape consisting

of the sea, the outstretched field and the low outline of the mountain, blending into the
skyline.
◦ In the case of further arrangement of structures within the project site, it is planned to
grant some regularity, secure a vista and consistently managed in consideration of local
traits and the harmony with companies, factories and settlements established in the future.
◦ Images symbolizing the sea landscape and the project site are planned to be identified
and thus to create a harmonious, characteristic landscape
◦ A Clean Zone is to be created outside of the project site, generating a buffer effect of the
green area to minimize the overbearing impression and a worsening visual quality.
I. Hygiene

Public Health

◦ Those highly vulnerable to CO are to be identified and anti-smoking education is to be
made.

Trainings and guidance are to be given through the supervision of sanitary status

at the workplace and the improvement of work processes
4.2.3 Social
A. Population

Economic Environment
Residence

◦ Compensation for pipes and cables buried in the land included in the project site is to be
made in accordance with the Land Expropriation Act after enough consultations with
the residents(agencies) concerned

◦ The living environment is to be improved through advancing the construction of a new city

B. Traffic
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□ During Construction
◦ Construction vehicles are to be allowed in and out of the site during non-peak hours of the
surrounding area and a guide is to be instated
◦ A cargo-handling zone and waiting space for construction vehicles are to be secured
within the project site; parking lot attendants are to be instated to control the occupancy of
pedestrian areas by construction vehicles; and construction notices are to be installed
□ During Operation
◦ Establishment of a plan to transfer Section 38 of the national road, a plan for optimal
operation of traffic lights at the crossroad near the project site, and a road operation plan
◦ Making of an admission part/entrance to the project site via the existing Gagok I.C,
Securing of parking space of the legally prescribed parking lot size

C. Cultural Properties
◦ As digging(excavation) surveys didn’t find any specific signs of antiquity or relics, it isn’t
deemed so unnatural to judge that there’s no buried cultural properties
◦ In the event that an unidentified cultural property is discovered during construction, it is to
be reported to the authorities concerned and proper measures are to be taken in order to
minimize the impact on the cultural property

4.3 Plan for Evaluation of Ex-post Environmental impact
◦ Control Targets: Topography

geological features, fauna

flora, wastes

◦ Measurement Targets: Ex-post monitoring of marine environment, air quality, water
quality, noise

vibration, soil and landfill sites are planned(leach,

stability of the land foundation, soil)
◦ Number of Evaluations: 4 times a year during construction(one every quarter)
2 times a year during operation(one every half year)

4.4 Options
◦ The followings are factors that may impact the surrounding environment in relation to the
construction of a regional industrial complex: the generations of factory wastewater and
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domestic sewage in relation to the operation of the industrial complex, the treatment methods
for air pollutants generated from the manufacturing process, the plans to install shore
protection structures as part of the shore protection construction.

Options are to be

developed in consideration of these factors, and the best option is to be selected through the
comparison in terms of environmental, technological and economic aspects
□ Comparison of Pig Iron Manufacturing Processes
◦ After comparison between blast furnaces, COREX and FINEX in terms of characteristics,
merits and demerits, blast furnaces were selected
□ Topography

Geological Features

◦ In connection with the construction of shore protections, the type of structures was
selected after a review of the method to treat the lower base and the upper facility, as
weak foundations are scattered around the area.

Also, as the construction works have

to be done at sea, the rubble-mound breakwater type which allows for working on the
land, was selected in consideration of constructability, economic efficiency and
maintenance as well as the effects of weather conditions
□ Air Quality
◦ As it is difficult to maintain large equipment of the steel mill during operation and as
there’re a fear of fire and that of raw materials at the raw materials mixing with other raw
materials at the time of stockpiling at and takeout from the yard, cover- or gallery-type
belt conveyors are recommended to be installed in the right place to reduce the
generation of fugitive dust from raw material yards
◦ As an air pollutant prevention facility for the sintering factory, “two activated carbon
absorber units” or “bag filters + SCR” are suggested
◦ As a response to stricter environmental regulations, selecting a facility to reduce
contaminants at the lime burning factory, “Cyclone + bag filters” was selected as it has
been found to have better dust collecting efficiency than “Cyclone + scrubber”
◦ As a facility to reduce contaminant cokes, a “dry-type fire extinguishing apparatus” is to
be primarily installed and then a “wet-type fire extinguishing apparatus based on a new
technology” which, in total, generates less total dust than the former type, is to be
installed as an optimal option
◦ As a facility to reduce contaminants at Hwasung Factory, “ammonia cracking based on
catalyst” was selected
4.5 Conclusion
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◦ The Songsan General Regional Industrial Complex project is a project to construct an
extension to an existing steel-making factory, in an area of 3,173,760
Gagok-ri, Songsan-myeon, Dangjin-gun, Chungcheongnam-do.

in Donggok-ri and

With this extension, the

factory is expected to be an integrated steel mill with a total annual production capacity of
7,000,000 ton/year.

The opinions of local residents and relevant agencies have been sought

through the public viewing of the environmental impact assessment report(draft), events for
explanation for residents, public hearings in accordance with the Act on Assessment of
lmpacts of Works on Environment, Traffic, Disasters, etc. Based on these opinions, predicted
environmental impacts of this project, plans to reduce such effects and an ex-post
environmental impact evaluation plan were submitted.
◦ Those environmentally influential elements expected to influence the conservation of the
natural environment, the pleasantness and comfortableness of the living environment and the
benefits of the socioeconomic environment during construction as well as during operation,
were discriminated and then the environmental impact of the long- and short-term
environmentally influential elements were predicted in consideration of the project plan, the
regional overview and the project characteristics, etc. in order to identify the environmental
impact,
◦ The predicted negative environmental impacts are identified as follows: during construction,
the diffusion of suspended loads into nearby sea areas, change of the fauna

flora, the

generation of fugitive dust and noise by the operation of construction equipment, the
generation of sediment runoffs during rainfall, etc.; and, during operation, the generation of
air pollutants from the factory, the generation of sewage/wastewater, and the generation of
industrial wastes.

Whereas, on the positive side, it is expected to contribute to the

development of the national economy and that of the local community through the expansion
of a steel making industry - one of Korea’s backbone industries
◦ This environmental impact assessment report presents practical and applicable reduction
plans(silt protectors, windscreens and temporary installation of soundproof panels, interim
drainage ways and sand basins, non-point pollutants reduction facilities, process-specific air
pollution emission reduction facilities, a sewage/wastewater final treatment facility, the waste
land-filling site within the site, etc.) by assessment items, in order to reduce, as much as
possible, all negative environmental impact elements during construction and during
operation in relation to the Songsan General Regional Industrial Complex project
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Chapter 5 Prior Environmental Review(Revised)
5.1 Locational Characteristics of Project Site
A. Review of Gradient Analysis
Area( )

Composition Ratio(%)

4,287,098

93.1

10°~ Under 15°

176,808

3.8

15°~ Under 20°

76,538

1.6

20°~ Under 25°

28,512

0.6

Over 25°

40,234

0.9

Total

4,609,190

100.0

Classification
Under 10°

Remarks

98.5%

1.5%

Prior Environmental Review Manual (Dec. 2006, Ministry of Environment)
- A zone of a higher than grade 7 of the degree of green naturality(DGN) and more than 50% of
the total project area has a gradient of more than 20~30˚
- Adequacy to be reviewed in consideration of business characteristics, but a plan to conserve
this zone to be crafted
: The parts with a gradient of over 20˚ constitute 1.5% of the total area, which is compatible with
the location restriction regulations
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B. Review of Map of Ecological Naturality
Area by Grade
Grade

Area( )

Composition Ratio(%)

Grade 1

-

-

Grade 2

338,775.5

7.35

Grade 3

4,270,414.5

92.65

Total

4,609,190.0

100.00

Determination of Ecological Naturality Grade
Grade 1

Grade 2

Grade 3

Conservation
Conservation,

The target zone is composed of sections of grades 2 and 3 and is to be

Development

systematically developed in order to minimize damage to nature

Systematic Development

Map of Ecological Naturality

Prior Environmental Review Manual(Dec. 2006, Ministry of Environment)

- A zone of a higher than grade 7 of the degree of green naturality(DGN) and more than 50%
of the total project area has a gradient of more than 20~30˚
- Adequacy to be reviewed in consideration of business characteristics, but a plan to
conserve this zone to be crafted
: The parts with a gradient of over 20˚ constitute 1.5% of the total area, which is compatible
with the location restriction regulations
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C. Review of Degree of Green Naturality(DGN)
Area by Grade
DGN

Area( )

Composition Ratio(%)

Grade 0

175,206

3.80

Grade 1

3,442,799

74.70

Grade 2

756,988

16.42

Grade 6

90,328

1.96

Grade 7

143,869

3.12

Total

4,609,190

100.00

Determination of Grade of the Degree of Green Naturality(DGN)
Grade

Classification

Grade

Classification

Grade 1

Urban area, Residential area, Bare land

Grade 6

Afforested land: Vegetation area

Grade 2

Agricultural land, Arable land

Grade 7

Secondary forest: Target vegetation area

Grade 3

Orchard, Nursery garden

Grade 8

Secondary forest: Secondary forest area

Grade 4

Grassland/ Short meadow

Grade 9

Natural forest

Grade 5

Grassland/ Tall meadow

Grade 10

Alpine meadow, Moor

Degree of Green Naturality(DGN)

○ Those parts of grade 7 of the degree of green naturality(DGN) constitute only 3.12%
○ Nothing incompatible with the green area restrictions
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D. Water System and Topographical Map
Water System and Topographical Status
○ There’re no downstream water systems and such location-limiting facilities as water intake stations,
water treatment plants and water source protection areas
○ The breakage of the continuity of the mountain axis and natural ecology due to the project is
expected to insignificant
Map of Mountain View around Target Site

Map of Downstream Water System of Target Site
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5.2 Environmental Impact Review Result and Environmental Impact
Reduction Plan
A. Meteorological Impact
Analysis of Environmental Impact
○ Seosan Meteorological Observatory
- Temperature: Annual average of 12.02
- Precipitation: Average of 1,374.2 /year
- Average Wind Velocity: 2.59
- Sunshine Duration: 2,121.65hr/year
Site Meteorological Observation
○ Observation data is to be used for the identification of air pollution phenomena
Category

Details
1st Observation

Measured Period

- Nov. 23rd, 2005 ~ Aug. 22nd, 2006

2nd Observation(Plan) - Jan. 20th, 2007 ~ Jan. 20th, 2008

Measured Item

Temperature, Wind direction, Wind velocity, Relative humidity, Flux of solar radiation

Measured Spot

36° 54′N, 126° 45′E

Measuring Device

Automatic meteorological observation devices (AWS, Automatic Weather System)

Upper-Air Observation
○ Investigation of mixed layers and wind fields
○ The data of the Environmental Impact Assessment and the data of the current four-season
investigation are to be comparatively reviewed
○ Observation data is to be used as basic data for the identification of air pollution phenomena air
pollution
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B. Air Quality
Analysis of Environmental Status
○ Measured Period
- 1st ~ 3rd: At the time of the original environmental impact assessment
- 4th: Jan. 22nd ~ Feb. 1st, 2007
- Additional measurement planned for the coming three seasons
○ Measured Spots
- 4 spots in Gagok-ri and Yoogok-ri
○ Measurement Result
- Ammonia: 75~272ppb (Permissible Limit 2000 ppb)
- H2S: 0.16~11.0ppb (Permissible Limit 60ppb)
- Trimethylamine: 0.1~0.2ppb (Permissible Limit 20ppb)
- Acetaldehyde: 0.21~28.3ppb (Permissible Limit 100ppb)
- Styrene: 0.58~143.8ppb (Permissible Limit 800ppb)
The odor levels measured at all four spots are below the odor emission standards

Prediction Analysis
○ Odor
- No change in treatment volume of the sewage/wastewater treatment facility presently
- 100% recycling of sludge which may cause odor
- Establishment of a plan to prevent additional odor contamination
- Operation of the power generating equipment in a closed process environment and
establishment of a plan to prevent the discharge of odorous substances

Reduction Plan
○ Sewage/wastewater final treatment facility
- Compliance with the original agreement: Using the soil deodorization method
○ Landfill facility
- 100% recycling of sludge, a potential odorous substance
○ Process-specific odor reduction plan
- Compliance with the details of the agreement at the time of the environmental impact
assessment
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C. water Quality
Analysis of Environmental Status
○Measured Period
- 1st ~ 4th: At the time of the original environmental impact assessment
- 5th: Jan. 18th, 2007
- Additional measurement planned for the coming three seasons
○ Measured Spots
- Surface water: 5 spots in Donggok-ri and Gagok-ri
- Ground water: 2 spots in Donggok-ri and Gagok-ri
○ Measurement Result
- DO:

9.1 ~ 11.2mg/L

- SS:

5.3 ~ 12.5mg/L

- BOD:

2.4 ~ 3.6mg/L

- COD:

3.0 ~ 5.8mg/L

- ABS, CN, Pb, Cd, Hg, As, organic phosphorus, etc. undetected
BOD Grades

~ (Slightly good ~ Normal) of the Water Quality Standards: Satisfying

the Ground water quality criteria

Prediction Analysis
○ Quantity of sediment runoffs during construction
- Industrial area: 1,982( /storm)(Before the transfer of Section 38 of the national road)
- Residential area: 282( /storm)
○ Sewage generation by onsite labor during construction
- 52.3

/day

○ Water Requirement during operation
- Industrial water: 105,000

105,000

/day

- Industrial-land domestic water: 2,160

/day

- Commercial-land domestic water: 237

/day

- Residential-area domestic water: 4,199

/day

○ Generation of Sewage/Wastewater during Operation
- Factory sewage/wastewater: 59,000 /day
- Commercial-land domestic sewage: 261
- Residential-area domestic sewage: 4,627

59,000
/day
/day
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○ Generation of non-point pollutants
- Initial rainwater in the project site contains non-point source pollutants

Reduction Plan
○ Sediment Runoff Reduction Measures
- Industrial area: 76,868
- Residential area: 20,308

(Before the transfer of Section 38 of the national road)
, Sand basins installed

○ Industrial Water Supply
- Supply of domestic and industrial water in liaison with Asan Water Treatment Plant after
consultations with Dangjin-gun and K-Water
○ Sewage/Wastewater Treatment
- Upgrade of treatment equipment and decrease of the area of the concentrated furnace
treatment facility
- 59,000

/day of factory sewage/wastewater generation satisfies the agreed COD

concentration criteria of 20 /ℓ
- In the stage of final treatment, discharge is to be made in adequate quantity and with
appropriate method in consideration of marine diffusion
- Separate treatment of sewage generated in residential area and commercial land
- Sewage discharge point is to be reviewed in consideration of marine diffusion
○ Non-point Source Pollutants Treatment
- Initial rainwater from the project site is to be treated at the sewage/wastewater treatment
facility
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○ Planned Sewage/Wastewater Treatment Map

Marine
Discharge

Marine
Discharge
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D. Marine Environment
Analysis of Environmental Status
○ Investigation Period
- Marine Fauna and Flora: July 2nd~6th, 2006, Nov. 20th ~21st, 2006, Additional investigation
planned
- Seawater Quality: Sept. 27th and Nov. 20th, 2006, Additional investigation planned
○ Investigation Result
- 87 species of phytoplankton appeared
- 7 classification categories of zoo plankton appeared
- 181 species of benthic animals in the sub-tidal zone appeared
- Average COD concentration of 1.40 ~ 1.75mg/l
- Dissolved oxygen concentration of 6.72 ~ 7.75mg/l
Prediction Analysis
○ Seawater Flow Experiment
- Flow velocity is to be slightly changed after the completion of the construction: A decrease of
2cm at flood, an increase of 3cm at ebb
○Diffusion of Suspended Load During Construction
- Concurrent implementation of the of the shore protection construction and the landfill
construction (more than 5ppm) / Before reduction: 0.57 , After reduction: 0.07
○Diffusion of COD During Operation
- Limited to the front side of discharge outlet: 0.5ppm: 0.24

/ 1.0ppm: 0.06

○ Numerical Model Experiment for Movement of Deposits
- An annual deposition/accumulation quantity of 10cm/yr indicates slight change
Grade

water quality of the Environmental Water Quality Standards in terms of COD

concentration
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Reduction Plan
○ Seawater Flow Experiment
-

Installation of silt protectors during construction

- Diffusion range of suspended load after the installment of silt protectors

○ Sewage/Wastewater Treatment

- 59,000

/day of factory sewage/wastewater meets the agreed criteria: 20 /ℓ of COD

concentration, 20

/ℓ of T-N concentration and 1

/ℓ of T-P concentration

- In the stage of final treatment, discharge is to be made in adequate quantity and with
appropriate method in consideration of marine diffusion
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○ Investigation of Impact and Damage
- Detailed analysis of additional marine status and fishing rights
- To ensure fairness, an accredited agency to conduct the investigation of impact and damage
E. Fauna

Flora

Analysis of Environmental Status
○ Investigation Period
- 1st: Jan. 3rd ~ 4th, 2007
- 2nd: Jan. 19th ~ 20th, 2007
- Additional measurement planned for the coming three seasons
○ Investigation Result
- Flora: 56 families 148 genera 177 species distributed
- Mammalia: 7 families 8 species distributed
- Bird: 13 families 18 species distributed
- Amphibian: 2 families 4 species,

Reptile: 3 families 7 species distributed
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○ Degree of Green Naturality(DGN)
- Grade 0: 175,206 (3.8%)
- Grade 1: 3,442,799(74.7%)
- Grade 2: 756,988 (16.42%)
- Grade 6: 90,328 (1.96%)
- Grade 7: 143,869 (3.12%)

Prediction Analysis
○ Flora
- Some of the vegetation within the project site including Japanese black pines, pine trees and
oak trees are to be damaged
- Areas with grade 2 of the degree of green naturality(DGN) are to become grades 1 or 6
○ Fauna
- As vegetated areas are small, habitats of specific animals are scarcely present, which also
hinders food capturing activities
- Migration of highly-mobile animals(rodents) is expected
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- With industrial complexes already developed or under development around the site, artificial
interferences are a constant presence in the site.

Still, as there inhabit a meager number of

animals in the site, the impact of the project on the fauna is expected to be insignificant

Reduction Plan
○ During Construction
- Efficient equipment allocation, installation of windscreens, regular water sprinkling
- Blasting to be conducted with as great a care as possible to avoid breeding seasons
- Construction works to be done during the day if possible
- Trainings for the protection of wild animals during construction

○During Operation
- Planting of foodplants(oaks, Sorbus alnifolia, Vihurnum, etc.) for wild birds and animals
- Creation of an eco-friendly park where nature and human beings coexist in harmony
- Creation of green areas in consideration of local tree species
- Creation of a water-friendly space with distinctive local traits
- Creation of green buffer zones in consideration of functionality, ecology and scenery effects
- Creation of a green area network with surrounding areas

F. Eco-Friendly Resource Circulation
Analysis of Environmental Status
- Total generation of domestic wastes: 92.1 ton/day
- One landfill facility with the capacity of 303,990

in operation

- One excretion treatment facility with the capacity of 85 ton/day in operation

Prediction Analysis
○ During Construction
- Solid wastes: 156.56 /day
- Excretion: 125.66 ℓ/day
- Waste oil: 350.2 ℓ/day
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○ During Operation
- Industrial solid wastes: 8,966 ton/year
- Industrial wastes: 4,093,663 ton/year
- Industrial specified wastes: 25,938 ton/year
- A total of 4,128,567 ton/year(an increase of 1,359 ton/year)
- Residential area: 6.4 ton/year
- Commercial area: 0.6 ton/year

Reduction Plan
○ During Construction
- Domestic wastes and excretions to be regularly collected and then, treated on consignment
- Waste oils to be treated on consignment to a specified wastes treatment company
- Forest and wood wastes to be recycled as extensively as possible and then, treated on
consignment
○ During Operation
- Strict reduction, weight reduction and separate collection of domestic wastes
- Those wastes generated from the manufacturing process to be first recycled and then, those
wastes subject to final reclamation to be buried at the landfill facility within the project site
○ Landfill Facility
- Built at a place where there’s no fear of the facility’s spoiling the beauty of the landscape,
where its impact on adjacent sea areas is deemed minimized (within the project site) and where
it has no impact on the ground water
- Minimization of the area of the landfill site through higher recycling rate and the adjustment of
waste quantity to be treated on consignment
- The reclamation period is planned to be 10 years
- Burial of waste bricks, dust, waste sand, waste reserved materials and other wastes which
generate less odor
- Increase in the recycled volume
4,028,286 ton/year

4,098,442 ton/year (an increase of 70,156 ton/year)

- Comparison of planned waste volumes to be treated
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Classification

Original

Changed

Variance

Quantity Generated(ton/year)

4,127,207

4,128,567

(Increase)

1,359

Quantity Recycled(ton/year)

4,028,286

4,098,442

(Increase)

70,156

Landfill

93,275

23,726

(Decrease)

69,549

Incineration

5,647

6,399

(Increase)

Quantity to be Treated(ton/year)
752

○ Location of Landfill Facility

Original

Revised

- Landfill Area: 50,400

Landfill Area: 18,211

- Buried Depth: 5m underground, 3.2m above ground

Buried Depth: 15m underground, 4m

above ground
G. Eco-Friendly Resource Circulation
Analysis of Environmental Status
○ Measured Period
- 1st ~ 4th: At the time of the original environmental impact assessment
- 5th: 2007. 1. 18 ~ 1. 25
- Additional measurement planned for the coming three seasons
○ Measured Spots
- 7 spots in Gagok-ri and Seojeong-ri
○ Measurement Result
- General Noise(daytime): 43.7 ~ 56.9 dB(A) (environment standards 55 dB(A))
- General Noise(nighttime): 38.0 ~ 48.0 dB(A) (environment standards 45 dB(A))
- Road Noise(daytime): 58.2 ~ 69.8 dB(A) (environment standards 65 dB(A))
- Road Noise(nighttime): 48.1 ~ 55.5 dB(A) (environmental standards for noise: 55 dB(A))
- Vibration – Daytime: 19.6~39.9dB(V), Nighttime: 15.3~28.1dB(V)
(Environmental standards for noise – Daytime: 65dB(V), Nighttime: 60 dB(V) )
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General noise levels are found to be lower than the Environmental Standards for Noise,
but road noise levels exceed some of the standards.

Daily life vibration levels are

lower than the relevant regulatory standard
Prediction Analysis
○ During the Operation of Construction Equipment
- Predicted noise level: 65.4 ~ 77.5 dB(A)
- Predicted vibration level: 39.6 ~ 49.3 dB(V)
- Daily life noise to exceed the relevant standard of 65dB(A)
- Vibration to meet the relevant regulatory standard of 65dB(V)
○ Noise During the Operation of Factory Machinery
- Examined Noise Level: 34.6 dB(A)
- The emission standard of 50dB(A) to be met
Reduction Plan
○ Decentralized equipment allocation and temporary installation of soundproof panels
- 3m in height, additional installation of movable soundproof panels at some spots
○ Compliance with a Guide on the Control of Construction Site Noise

Vibration(Jan.

2007, Ministry of Environment)
○ Use low-noise, low-vibration equipment
○ Placing of the power generating equipment in a building for housing equipment within
the project site
○ Creation of sufficient green areas and arranging buildings as far away from each other
as possible

H. Leisure and Landscape
Analysis of Environmental Status
○ Locational Status and Characteristics of the Landscape
- Coastal landscape in the southwest part of the region, consisting of rocks and stones, and
foreshore, etc.
- Agricultural landscape with extensive plain
- Artificial landscape in liaison with the industrial complex
Prediction Analysis
○ Change in Topography/ Landscape
- As a surrounding hill area is included in the project site, some part of the landscape consisting
of the forest and the green area is expected to be damaged
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- Still, changes in the topography and landscape are to be slight as most parts of the project site
are a level area with an altitude of under 50m
Reduction Plan
○ Plan for Park
- Formulation of an eco-friendly system where nature and human beings can coexist
harmoniously
- Restoration and maintenance of an ecosystem of the tidal flat zone
- Creation of a water-friendly space with distinctive local traits
□ Creation of Waterside Parks
Garo Park w here you
can enjoy a beautiful
sunset over the w est coast

□ Square for Events

□ Creation of Waterside Parks

A space w ith beautiful
Installation of stairs and other structures
scenery, accom m odating for easy access to the seaside Creation
various form s and styles of w ater-friendly space

□ Connected line of flow
Connecting the w aterside
park and the neighborhood
park
Good landscape

Waterside Parks

□ Observation and View
Installation of an observation
deck betw een reed forests
Installation of a view deck
leading to the sea

Good landscape

Square

Entrance

Com m ercial area

Com m ercial area
(Existing)
Entrance

Square

Vegetation Restored Zone
– restored in consideration
of vegetation in the
surrounding area

Existing forested zone

Marine landscape

Multipurpose
area

Neighborhood Park

Square

Rest space

Planting of reeds, salt
tolerant plants
Form ing the m arine
landscape

Forest grow th

New road
Waterw ay
□ Green buffer zone
A place w here you can
enjoy seasonal landscape
changes

□ Reeds Community

□ Native Plant Garden

□ Promenade

Planting of reeds, salt
tolerant plants, in the
slope on the sides of the
w aterw ay

Planting of native
herbaseus flow ering
for the purpose of
enjoym ent and
observation

The line of flow
circulating the park
Serving also as a line
of flow for observation
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□ Reeds Community

□ Observation of Vegetation of the
Tidal Flat
A sem i-m arsh land created by the
tidal phenom ena
You can observe coastal m arshy
vegetation
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○ Green Buffer Zone Plan

Rich green forest

P a l et t e of Na t u r e

It is planned to add a diversity of colors and tactile feelings to rath er boringly sim plified
green area in order to enable visitors to experien ce kaleidoscopic v ariety of th e natu re by

■ RED

Festival of
white flowers

- Crim son foliage, red fruits
- Japanes e m aples , Acer
m andshuricum M ax., trident m aple s,
w inged spindle tre es, royal azalea,
clim bing rose s

■ WHITE
- Festival of flow ers
- Cherry tre es, Chines e fringe tre es,
Japanes e straw berry tres s, R.
m ucronatum , plantain lily

■ YELLOW
- Golden foliage , yellow flow ers
- Gink gos , Golden rain tree s, ginge r
trees , forsythia, kerria, Sedum
oryzifolium M akino, Ixeris stolonife ra

■ GREEN
Crimson foliage,
red fruits

- A fores t of indeciduous tre es, leafy
- Big cone pines, oak tre es, ze lkovas ,
s pindle trees , Japanese aucubas

Golden foliage,
yellow flowers

○ Formulation of Residential Area Landscape Plan
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- Ecological Hub: Creation of green areas similar to nature and active conservation of existing
forest resources, both of which include forests, mountain parks, green buffer zones, landscape
vegetation
- Ecological Passages: Creation of the followings: green buffer zones with multi-story vegetation,
a pedestrian path connected to green areas, ecological forest connected to the adjacent
ecosystem, corridor stepping stones for the movement of animals, small-sized habitats
○ Visualization of Residential Area Landscape Plan
● Path of Green Shadow (Footpath)

● A Resting Place
(Children’s Park I + Detention Pond)
- Plan Direction
Designed to take advantage of its locational
advantages: adjacency to a detention pond,
agricultural watercourse and the sea
- Major Facilities
Facilities arranged under the theme of
water(sea, river, etc) including ship-shaped play
equipment

- Plan Direction
A road lined with broad-leaved trees.
A pleasant place to walk and take
some rest
- Major Facilities
Trellis, benches, sitting walls and
other

● A Place with an expansive field and warm encounters
(Children’s Park III)
- Plan Direction
Located on flat ground near the village and surrounded by
farmlands. Given such locational conditions, it would be a
place where local residents and the complex intermingle
naturally. Developed as a multi-purpose space where rest
and play mixed.
- Major Facilities
Multi-purpose rest facilities and playing facilities

● A Place with Green Forest(Children’s Park II)
- Plan Direction
Located near the existing forest, a place for
families with tree shades and multi-purpose
space for rest. A adventure-type playground to
be built on the slope generated as a result of the
project
- Major Facilities
A slide on the slope, Wood playground facilities
-Major Facilities
Village forest, hydraulic facilities, multi-purpose

● Green Square (Neighborhood Park)
- Plan Direction
Located at the center of the complex and designed
as a multi-purpose square. Its usage as resident
community space to be promoted. Surrounded
mainly by large trees to create an image as an ecofriendly green village.
-Major Facilities
Village forest, hydraulic facilities, multi-purpose
square for special events

● Willow Valley (Green Buffer Zone)
- Plan Direction
* A green area surrounding the complex like a ring
* As the original name of the village is Yugok-ri,
meaning a willow valley, willow trees are selected
as main items for this special place
* Vegetation plan established to make this place a
perfect venue for the observation of seasonal
changes as well as a place in celestial harmony
with the surroundings
- Main Trees
Willow trees and evergreens

Spring
Sum m er
(w e eping w illow s ) (Fringe tree s )
w illow tree s
A bum per year
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Fall
(Fruit tre e s)
Abundance
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6.1 Land Reclamation Status from Public Water
6.1.1 Licensed Area for Land Reclamation from Public Water
Details

Area( )

Total area of public water

877,033

within the project site

(27.6%)

Classification

Total Area of Public Water

Remarks

Regional Status
◦ May 17th, 2006: The approval of the designation-related changes and the revised implementation
plan for Songsan General Regional Industrial Complex has been requested
◦ Nov. 1st, 2006: The approval of the designation-related changes and the revised implementation
plan has been noticed

(Picture 6-1) Public Water Status
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(Picture 6-2) Location of Land to be Reclaimed from Public Water
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No.16369

Nov. 1st, 2006

Official Gazette

(Wednesday)

Chungcheongnam-do Notice # 2006-244
1.

The implementation plan for Dangjin - Songsan General Regional Industrial Complex is approved in accordance with
Article 18 of the Industrial Sites and Development Act and announced as below pursuant to the provisions of 2 of Article
19 of said law

2.

The publication of relevant drawings is to be abridged and relevant literatures are to be kept at Chungcheongnam-do
Dangjin-gun Office Economy and Harbor Dept (041-350-3482) and open to the view of stakeholders and the general
public
November

2006

Governor of Chungcheongnam-do
1. Project Name: Dangjin - Songsan General Regional Industrial Complex Development Project
2. Name of Project Company: CEO Yang, Seung-Suk, Hyundai Steel Company
3. Project Purpose and Overview
A. Project Purpose: It is designated as a general regional industrial complex in order to contribute to the development of the
national economy and the local community through the improvement of the efficiency and capacity of the existing factory,
consistent increase of the domestic demand for iron and steel facilitated by economic growth, and

the expansion and

consolidation of the steel making industry, one of the backbone industries of the underdeveloped northeast area of
Chungcheongnam-do
B. Project Overview
1) Land Utilization Plan
Area

Classification

Composition Ratio(%)

Remarks

Pyung
Total

3,173,760

960,062

100.0

Land for factory

2,463,510

745,212

77.6

129,410

39,147

4.1

Waste treatment facility

144,510

43,714

4.5

Public land

436,330

131,989

13.8

Drainage way

52,480

15,875

1.7

Park

94,590

28,613

3.0

Green area

225,400

68,184

7.1

Road

63,860

19,317

2.0

Sewage & waste water treatment facility

2) Infrastructure Plan
A) Road Plan
.Road within the complex
Scale
Catego
ry

Newly
built

Road
Class
Roadway

Grad
e

N
o.

Road
Width
(m)

3

1

40

Newly
built

Highroad

Newly
built

Highroad

1

Newly
built

Highroad

Newly
built
Newly
built

Functi
on

Lengt
h

Head

Terminus

Usag
e
Type

Avenu
e

56

1 High-road
–Section 3

Land for
factory

Ordin
ary
road

90

Land for
factory

Section 633
of provincial
road
(to the west
of the
complex)

Ordin
ary
road

506-1
Gagok-ri

Ordin
ary
road

35

Avenu
e

3

35

Avenu
e

986

193-2
Godae-ri

3

1

25

Avenu
e

66

1 High-road
–Section 3

Land for
factory

Middle
road)

1

1

20

Avenu
e

815

323
Donggok-ri

North district

Middle
road)

1

3

20

Avenu
e

1713

3 High-road
- Section 1

1
Neighborho
of Park

1

2

Major Areas
Passed
Over

Remarks

Acceleration/
deceleration
lane of
Section 38
of national
road

Ordin
ary
road
Ordin
ary
road
Ordin
ary
road

(Picture 6-3) Notice of Approval of Master Plan for Land Reclamation from Public Water
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6.1.2 Target Areas Covered by Master Plan for Land Reclamation from Public Water
◦ Location: Donggok-ri and Gagok-ri, Songsan-myeon Dangjin-gun Chungcheongnam-do
◦ Area
Area

Classification

Remarks
Pyung

Target area covered by master plan for land reclamation

200,455.1

60,637.7

<Picture 6-4> Land Requested for Coverage by
Master Plan for Land Reclamation from Public Water

(2) Reclamation Period: 2008 ~ 2015
(3) Necessity for Land Reclamation from Public Water
◦ An expansion(change) of an industrial complex, including 200,455.1

of the land reclaimed from

public water, is planned, in order to overcome the facility arrangement limits, promote efficient
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facility arrangement and to enhance the connection of the eco-friendly integrated steel-making
factory
(4) Reclamation Method
◦ The sediments to be used for land reclamation are sandy clay in the land within the industrial
complex
◦ Any sediment generated is planned to be broken into appropriate size pieces and used as shore
protection rubbles, temporary roads, ripraps for structures, etc. as well as for the prevention of
capillary fringe water within the site and the prevention of river-bed erosion, in order to prevent
complaints during the construction of the upper facility
◦ Silt protectors are planned to be installed during the land reclamation construction, in order to
minimize the diffusion resulting from the construction of shore protection
B. Facility Plan
(1) Floor plan
◦ The shore protection facilities are classified into TYPE-A adjacent to the wharf with the capacity
of 5,000 D.W.T class and TYPE-B linking TYPE-A to Seonggumi.

TYPE-A is a quay-type shore

protection extending the adjacent wharf, TYPE-B is a rubble-mound breakwater-type connecting
shore protection for land reclamation

Lighter's Wharf
(under construction)

( connecting revetment)
Wharf with a capacity
of 5,000 D.W.T

Industrial Complex

<Picture 6-5> Shore Protection Facility
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(2) Sectioned Plan
TYPE-A (quay type shore protection)

Land area

Sea area

Surface Course #78

Land area

Base Course #467
Subbase Course

Caisson Plane Figure

Antifrost Layer

Re clam ation

Rubble filter

Reclam ation

Overlapping concrete

Filter m at

Concrete
Lid

Joint Rubber Mat

Back-filling
sand

M acadam
Back-filling rubble

Filling se aw ate r

Recycle d construction m ate rial
Arm or stone

Foundation excavation line

Rubble-m ound foundation

Bas in dre dging

Silty clay
Silty clay

Sand layer

Sand layer

Weathere d s oil

Weathere d s oil

<Picture 6-6> Quay Type Shore Protection

TYPE-B (rubble-mound breakwater shore protection)

<Picture 6-7> Rubble-Mound Breakwater Type Shore Protection
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(3) Silt Protector Installation Plan
(A) Installation Overview
To prevent the sea diffusion of sewage and muddy water generated by the foundation
excavation and rubble dropping for the shore protection levee body, silt protectors are to be
installed throughout the whole surface of the shore protection, arranged in consideration of
current directions at flood and ebb, installation plan and economic viability
◦ The size of the silt protectors is to be determined based on the 10-year surge and maximum flow
velocity; arm-type anchors are to be used in consideration of site conditions; and integrated
floats are to be used as this type has superior durability and maintainability
◦ Also, in order to ensure safety of ships passing nearby with silt protectors installed, lighted
buoys are to be installed at the location of silt protectors
Specification
Total Tension of Silt Protector

Tensile Strength of Body Part

4.22 tonf/m

19.60 tonf/m

Body Selection

Arm Type

20 tonf/m

40 gwan

(1span : 10m)

(150kg ) class

lighted buoy

Lighter's Wharf
(under construction)
Silt protector

lighted buoy

Wharf with a capacity
of 5,000 D.W.T

Indusrtial Complex

Wharf with a capacity of
200,000 D.W.T
(Under Constuction)

Wharf with a capacity of
100,000 D.W.T
(Under Constuction)
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C. Expected Benefits of Land Reclamation
(1) This project is expected to enable the nation’s steel making industry to be independent of foreign
import and facilitate smooth supply and demand through the import substitution effect
◦ The demand for hot rolling products has been steeply increased in Korea with the rapid growth
of the nation’s automobile, household appliance and shipbuilding industries, but most of the
demand has been met by imports from Japan and other nations due to a supply shortage of
domestically-made ones.

Against this background, Dangjin-gun with favorable locational

advantages is selected for this project in order to create the import substitution effect, improve
trade balance and enable smooth supply and demand
(2) This project is expected to make Dangjin-gun an advanced industrial base of the west coast
region through the revitalization of the economy of the county
◦ The local economy is expected to be invigorated thanks to population inflow, expansion of local
public finance, vitalization of the service industry, etc. in relation with the development of the
industrial complex.

Blessed with favorable locational advantages including its adjacency to

China, the location of an industrial complex, harbors, wide-area traffic networks, etc., Dangjin is
expected to serve as an advanced base of the west coast region geared up for international
trades between Northeast Asian countries
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Items

Environmental Status

Predicted Environmental Impact

Local Weather

Reduction Plan

Based on an analysis of weather

- Annual Mean Temperature: 12.1

data(between 1970 and 2004) from

- Precipitation: 1,354.7

Yeosu Weather Station located near

- Average Wind Velocity: 2.4

Gwangyang Iron and Steel Co. in the

- Relative Humidity: 72.7%

same

- Sunshine Hours: 2,163.9hrs

business,

the

construction

operation of a steel mill is not

- Main Wind Direction: Northeast(NE)
Site Weather

expected
change

- Annual Mean Temperature: 8.1

to
in

cause
the

a

significant

weather

of

the

surrounding area

- Average Wind Velocity: 3.7
- Relative Humidity: 73.7%
Weather

- Main Wind Direction: Northwest(NW)
Upper-Atmospheric Weather
- Westerly wind with Ekman spiral-type
directional change. is observed
- Maximum Mixing Height During Fall
(2,152m)
-

Maximum

Mixing

Height

During

Mixing

Height

During

Mixing

Height

During

Winter
Natural Environment

(1,961m)
-

Maximum

Spring
(1,631m)
-

Maximum

Summer
(1,644m)
Topography

Earthwork Generation

- The area is composed of farmlands,
closed salt fields, etc. 73.0% of the area

Banking: 8,956,626

has an altitude of under 5m and 91.7%

Lack of land: 2,919,678

has a gradient of under 5°

Installation of Shore

Soil Quality
TopographySoil Quality

- The project site is mostly composed
Mineral Distribution

- No possibility of the presence of
buried cultural property
Mining Rights
- One place (to be revoked)

than

5m)

Treatment Plan
- Cutting: 1:1.5
- Banking: 1:1.5
Protection

Structures

of alluvial layers and schists, etc.
Soil Quality

Slope(less

- Cutting: 5,837,948 ,

Execution

of

the

binding

method for shore protections

- The binding method to be reviewed
for the existing and newly-built shore
protection structures

- The shrinking method to be
used
Treatment

- The base of shore protection to be
reviewed

of

Slopes

of

Drainage Way:
Vegetation block, 1:1.5

: D.C.M method

Weak Foundation Treatment

Weak Foundation Generated

Method

- Selection of the method to improve

- The vertical drain method

a weak foundation as well as land

(PBD placement method) to be

reclamation materials

used
Plan to bring in sediments
from three borrow pits near lack
of land

Plan to install drainage

ways

against possible floods
Fertile Soil Generated: 53,545.08
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Items

Environmental Status

Predicted Environmental Impact

Land Flora

Land Flora

- Flora: A total of 237 classification categories

- Change in overall distribution of flora and

composed of 62 families 165 genera 207

vegetation throughout the project site is

species 28 varieties 2 formas

expected to be insignificant

-Vegetation: Secondary forest
- Degree of Green Naturality(DGN)

A total of 15,112 trees within the perimeter
of the project site

Composed of DGN 0~7 grades
- Biomass(project site) :

- Plant standing crop

Land FaunaFlora

Natural Environment

Land Fauna
-Bird: 25 families 53 species

-

Legally protected species: Appearance of
Common Kestrel, Hooded Cranes(at the survey
of the data)
Reptile: 5 families 11 species

-Insect Species: 39 families 94 species
- River flora and vegetation:
A

total

of

147

classification

: Establishment of a plan to create

Net production :

zones

1,121.80ton/yr

Inland Water Fauna

→ 945.09ton/yr

-Installation of sand basins interim
drainage ways

- Insignificant damage to the habitat and
migration expected, Insignificant change in
Inland Water Fauna

categories

composed of 35 families 108 genera 128
species 18 varieties 1 forma

- Establishment of measures to

parks, green areas and green buffer

species and population

Inland water fauna

treatment

→ 2,222.24ton

Land Fauna

-Amphibian

and

Plan to Create Green Areas

2,688.24ton

-Mammalia: 8 families 12 species

usage

measures

protect land fauna

DGN 1 7→1, 3, 4, 0

Net production 1,121.80 ton/yr

→ Securing of a temporary place
for transplantation, Establishment of

Land Fauna

- Degree of Green Naturality :

Plant standing crop: 2,688.24 ton

- Transplantation of damaged trees

efficient

- Damage to trees
:

Reduction Plan
Land Flora

- Damage to river

Flora
flora and vegetation

-Damage to the habitat of inland water
fauna

- Invertebrate macrobenthos
: 14 families 17 species
- Fish: 4 families 7 species
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Survey of Marin Fauna

Flora

Suspended

sediments

may

cause

and benthic animals, decreasing primary

Phytoplankton

installed
- Oil dispersants and oil fences to
be kept on site

Zoo Plankton
Appeared

-Filter mats and silt protectors to be

productivity in the sea region

- Appeared Species: A total of 134 species
-

During Construction

damage to phytoplanktons, zoo planktons

- A total of 5 surveys completed

Species:

A

total

of

41

classification categories

During Operation

Eggs, Larvae and Juvenile
-

Suspended

fish

- Restriction of discharge of various

eggs:

A

total

of

chemicals

9

classifications
Marin Fauna and Flora

-

Larvae

- The COD concentration of waste
and

Juvenile:

A total

of

water

14

discharged

from

sewage waste water final treatment

classification categories

facilities is to be controlled below

Benthos
- Benthic animals in the sub-tidal zone:

20 /ℓ through the introduction of

A total of 4 phylums 6 classes 40 genera 48

high-level treatment facilities

species
Attaching Organisms
- Attaching Animals : 6 phylums 9 classes 29
genera 31 species
Seaweeds: A total of 10 species appeared
Fish: 7 orders 17 families 23 genera
23species
Invertebrate Nekton
- 2 phylums 2 classes 6 orders 11 families 15
genera 18 species
Organisms in the tidal flat zone
- 4 phylums 5 classes 23 genera 26species

Items

Environmental Status

Predicted Environmental Impact
-

~

of the Environmental

region:

to

-Extension

Marine Environment

Natural Environment

Concentration:

on

Diffusion

of

-

of

diffusion

at

a

-COD concentration of 20 /ℓ at the

- Current: The flood currents are southeast

solids

of

during

dispersants

and

oil

are to be kept on

site
During Operation
discharged from sewage/ waste
water final treatment facilities is
to be controlled lower than 20 /ℓ

discharge into the sea

Physical Status

diffusion

- The concentration of the water

COD Diffusion Experiment

-T-P Concentration: 3.018~8.535mg/kg

Oil

fences

1.9km at ebb

24.510~45.840mg/kg

the

suspended

concentration of 1 ppm: 1.5km at flood,

3,131.9~7,414.1mg/kg

reduce

construction

5cm/sec
Experiment

Concentration:

- Install silt protectors in order

Minimum

Suspended Sediment

Marine Bottom

-T-N

sea

- Sea region 1km away from the area:

0.048~0.072 /L

Seawater Quality Standards
-COD

Nearby

1cm/sec~ maximum 40cm/sec

-T-N Concentration: 0.554~0.690mg/ℓ
Grades

During Construction

Seawater Flow Experiment

Seawater Quality
-COD Concentration: 1.6~2.4mg/ℓ
-T-P Concentration:

Reduction Plan

through the introduction of high-

Concentration:: 0.005~0.058mg/l

currents, while the ebb currents are

Dilution Rate: 340~4,300

level treatment facilities

northwest currents. The ebbs and floods

Diffusion Width: 56.78~137.05m

-

are regular in the form of semidiurnal tides

Diffusion Depth: 20.80m

discharged into the sea at the

Deposition/Accumulation Experiment

Usage Status of Nearby Sea Regions
-Licensed fishing: Limited to three

3

fisheries
-Number of ships subject to the licensed
fishing: 38 ships

-

The

change

in

deposition/accumulation was 0.05 m
/year at minimum ~ 0.9 m/year at
maximum

100

Treated

water

is

to

be

depth of 500m under the sea in
order to facilitate the diffusion of
contaminants
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During Construction
- Installation of sand basins

During Construction

Sea Region Status
- As the project area abuts the coastal

and interim drainage ways

- Increase in sediment runoffs

- The combined area of the

region, downstream rivers are not to be

- Before development: 37 /storm

affected

- During development:

sand basins is to be more than

Before the transfer of Section 38 of

the minimum water area at least

Water Resource Usage Status
Irrigation.Sluice

- Dangjin-gun Water Supply Status:
Total Population: 118,764 persons
Water

supply

population:

41,727

Before the transfer of Section

the national road: 757 /storm
After the transfer of Section 38 of the

After the transfer of Section 38

national road: 636 /storm

persons

of the national road: 27,000

During Operation

Water supply rate: 35.1%
Per capita water supply per diem: 274ℓ

-

A

change

in

38 of the national road: 31,000

irrigation

During Operation

during

- The drainage way is to be

operation is expected due to a drainage
way plan that did not consider any

designed for a 20m-wide river

change in the design flood discharge

-

from the project site and the flood

EL.5.78m in order to prevent

discharge from the nearby regions

flooding at the most upper

The

formation

height

is

reaches

Items

Environmental Status
Land Usage Status by Land Category
- Dangjin-gun

Predicted Environmental Impact
Specific Use Land Plan
-The total area of 3,173,760

Total area: 664,477,962.6
Forest land: 37.0%, Paddy: 30.8%,

Reduction Plan
Compensation is, in principle,

to be

designated as an industrial area
Land Usage Plan

to be made in accordance with
the Land Expropriation Act
Creation of Green Area and

Land Usage

Living Environment

Field: 10.6%.

-Total area: 3,173,760

-Project Site

-Land for factory: 2,463,510

-Park and green area: 94,590

-Sewage and waste water treatment

- Green buffer zone: 225,400

Total area: 3,173,760
Sea: 877,034 (27.6%)

facility: 129,410

Park

- The width of a green area

Forest land: 446,209 (14.1%)

-Drainage way: 52,480

within the land for factory is to

Status of City Plan

-Park and green area: 94,590

be 5~12m

-The total area of 35.74

planned.

Status of Buried Pipes and Cables

-Green buffer zone: 225,400
-Road: 63,860

- Houses, warehouses, barns, tube wells,
vinyl houses, etc. are distributed
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During Construction

During Construction(in consideration

There are such air pollution sources as
the west coast highway and Asan National

of nearby pollution sources)

- Complying with the standards

Industrial Complex(Godae Bugok area),

-PM-10

for the installation of facilities

the existing factory of Hyundai Steel, etc in

24 hours: 37.5~64.2 /

and measures to control the

the vicinity of the project site

Annual average: 32.5~44.7 /

generation of fugitive dust

st

Each of the 1 ~5
confirmed

that

th

surveys

has

environmental air quality standards

- Implementing reduction plans

-NO2

long-/short-term
are

satisfied

1 hour: 26.7~131.7ppb

including

24 hours: 18.8~40.2ppb

operation of wheel wash/ side

Annual average: 16.0~26.3ppb

wash

PM-10 32~44 /

-

SO2 0.003~0.007ppm

environmental air quality standards

Air Quality

NO2 0.016~0.026ppm

Satisfying

the

long-/short-term

During Operation (in consideration of

sprinkling

management

of

sprinkling,
machines,
construction

vehicles, installation of movable
windscreens for fugitive dust,

O3 0.020~0.026ppm

nearby pollution sources)

etc.

CO 0.3~0.7ppm

-PM-10

-

Pb is undetected

water

Regular

inspection

maintenance

Annual average: 34.3 ~ 45.2 /

equipment, prohibition of idle
running,

-SO2

of

and

24 hours: 41.0 ~ 70.3 /

parking

construction
in

the

1 hour: 18.4 ~34.7ppb

foreground of the residential

24 hours: 5.4 ~11.9ppb

area and execution of works

Annual average: 3.1~7.2ppb
-NO2
1 hour: 55.2 ~ 90.8ppb
24 hours: 22.5 ~ 34.3ppb
Annual average: 16.5 ~ 26.6ppb

Items

Environmental Status

Air Quality

Environment

-

Predicted Environmental Impact
-CO
1 hour
0.4246 0.7248ppm
8 hours
0.3096 ~0.7079ppm
-Pb
Annual Average
0.00002~0.00047 /
- Dioxin
Predicted Annual Average Maximum
Concentration: 0.0237fg/
- The predicted concentration during
operation is below the long-/short-term
environmental air quality standards
Prediction
of
Secondary
contamination(O3)
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Reduction Plan
During Operation
- In order to minimize air
pollutants generated throughout
the manufacturing process of
the steel mill from the treatment
of
materials
to
the
manufacturing of steel products,
the improvement of the work
process(equipment) and the
installation
of
pollution
prevention facilities are planned
- Creation of green areas and
landscaping and tree-planting of
trees in consideration of air
purification function
- Installation of TMS and
constant
measurement
networks at two spots on the
boundary of the site
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During Construction
- Increasing sediment runoffs
Before development: 37 /storm
During development:
Before the transfer of the national
road: 757 /storm
After the transfer of the national road:
636 /storm
- Rainwater runoff
Before the transfer of the national road:
86.9 /s
After the transfer of the national road:
78.0 /s
- Sewage generation: 52.65 /day
- Possible contamination of ground
water due to the underground well
During Operation
- Cooling water circulated:
3,927,700 ton/day
-Supplementary
cooling
water
supplied:
77,274
ton/day(98.1%
recycled)
-Specific
use
water
used:
105,000 /day
-Sewage waste water generation:
59,000 /day
-Non-point
pollutant
generation:
10,652 /day

During Construction
- Installation of sand basins
and interim drainage ways
- Installation of sand basins of
more than water surface area
Before the transfer of the
national road: 31,000
After the transfer of the
national road: 27,000
Installation
of
sewage
treatment facilities
- Underground wells to be
closed up under “Article 15 of
the Groundwater Act and
Clause 3 of Article 24 of the
Enforcement Decree of the law”
During Operation
- Water for domestic and
industrial use to be supplied
through a pipe branched out of
the existing pipe
Sewage waste
water
treatment plan:
Waste water from each factory,
factory-specific sewage, nonpoint pollutants, etc. to be
treated at the sewage waste
water final treatment facility after
pre-treatment
- Concentration of Discharge:
COD less than 20 /ℓ, T-N less
than 20 /ℓ(from 2013), T-P less
than 1 /ℓ
- Discharge in case of a
rainfall: 56,300 /day
- Discharge in case of a fine
weather: 11,000 /day

Environmental Status
Soil Quality Measurement(3 Spots)
-Cd: 0.077~0.130mg/kg
Cu: 3.496~8.011mg/kg
Pb: 5.993~10.043mg/kg
Satisfying environmental standards
Results of Nearby Measurement
Network
- A steady decrease of pH, Cu, Hg, etc.
on the factory site similar to the project
site

Predicted Environmental Impact
Soil contamination by buried pipes
and cables and waste oil leakage
through the operation of equipment
during construction
Soil contamination expected due to
the operation of the landfill site and oil
storage tank
Acidification of soil expected due to
air pollutants, etc. during operation

Reduction Plan
Supervision management of
removal and dismantling works
is planned
Oil exchange and cleansing to
be done at repair shops,
installation of waste oil storage
tank within the project site
Monitoring of landfill sites and
storage tanks is planned
Establishment of an ex-post
measurement
plan
for
contaminants in the air

Water Quality

Surface Water Quality (3 spots)
-DO 8.6 9.0 /ℓ
-BOD 1.5 3.6 /ℓ
-COD 3.2 6.5 /ℓ
Grades II ~ III of the Environmental
Water Quality Standards(BOD basis)
Ground Water Quality(12 spots)
- Five spots out of a total of 12 spots have
been found inappropriate for drinking as
some aspects were over the criteria of
drinking water

Items

Soil

Living Environment
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Wastes
NoiseVibration
Items

NoiseVibration

Living Environment

Domestic Waste Generation
: A total of 77.3 ton/day
(0.66 /person day) generated
Industrial Solid Waste
: A total of 6.8 ton/day
Industrial Waste Generation
: A total of 3,667.9 ton/day
Construction Waste Generation
: A total of 816.1 ton/day
: A total of 816.1 ton/day
Specified Waste Generation
: A total of 55,474.7 ton/day
Waste treatment facilities in operation
by local autonomous governments
- One land-filling site with the maximum
landfill capacity of 304,000
and four
incineration facilities with a maximum
burning capacity of 80~95kg/hr each

During Construction
- Wastes due to the removal of buried
pipes and cables and the demolition of
Section 38 of the national road
Concrete Breaking: 19,726.6 ,
Ascon Breaking: 30,237.6
-Waste Oil: 306.4ℓ/day
-Forest and Wood Wastes: A total of
3,187 ton

Noise Measurement
- General Area(N-1,2,4,5,6)
Daytime: 48.0 58.6dB(A)
Nighttime: 42.5 49.5dB(A)
Exceeding the environmental noise
standards
-Roadside(N-3,7)
Daytime: 55.2 ~72.2dB(A)
Nighttime: 45.9~ 58.9dB(A)
Exceeding the environmental noise
standards

During Construction
- The noise levels at all constant
temperature facilities during earthwork
to exceed the target noise level
- The vibration levels at all constant
temperature facilities during earthwork
to satisfy the target vibration level
- Nearby areas are expected to be
affected during the operation of
blasting, pile driving, size reduction
facilities

Environmental Status
Vibration Measurement
- Daytime: 16.4 38.9dB(V)
-Nighttime: 14.0 28.9dB(V)
Satisfying the daily life vibration
limits

Predicted Environmental Impact
During Operation
-The
predicted
noise
on
the
boundaries of the site, generated by the
operation of various equipment during
operation, is 34.6dB(A), satisfying the
noise emission standards

Wastes to be treated
Operation
- Industrial Solid Waste
3,979 ton/year
-Industrial Waste
65,884 ton/year
-Specified Industrial Waste
29,615 ton/year
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During

During Construction
- Treatment of wastes resulting
from construction
- Separable wastes, excretions,
livestock wastes and other such
wastes must be separated from
the mixed wastes resulting from
the removal of buried pipes and
cables and then, be treated on
consignment.
In
addition,
recycling
facilities
for
construction wastes must be
established in order for 100%
recycling of waste concrete
- All waste oils must be treated
on consignment
- Forest and wood wastes must
be recycled as much as
possible through the supply to
nearby
farm
homes
and
recyclers
During Operation
- Those wastes subject to
landfill must be reclaimed after a
leaching test and an analysis of
the composition of their fractions
at the land-fill site within the
complex; and those wastes
subject to incineration must be
treated on consignment
During Construction
Decentralized
equipment
allocation
- Temporary installation of
soundproof panel
Height: 3.0m
Total length: 2,865m
Selection
of
low-noise
construction machinery
- Use of proper blasting patterns
through test blasting

Reduction Plan
During Operation
- Installation of proper anti-noise
facilities, placing of major noisegenerating devices inside the
building, if possible
Measures to reduce sleep
disturbances
- The construction of green
buffer zones and sound-proof
embankments are planned at
the boundaries of the industrial
complex
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Odor
Items

Complex odor in the vicinity of the
st
rd
project site(1 ~3 survey)
-The dilution factor of the system where
odor is detected is 3.0~6..
Equipment Analysis Result
- Ammonia
75~79ppb
- Methyl mercaptan
0.121~0.135ppb
-H2S
0.16~10.58ppb
- Trimethylamine
0.154~0.171ppb
-Acetaldehyde
0.21~0.35ppb
-Styrene
0.58~143.81ppb

Odorous substances to be generated
from
sewage waste
water
final
treatment facilities, landfill facilities and
manufacturing factories
Odor concentration predictions on the
boundaries of the project site during
operation(24-hour average) satisfy the
permissible odor emission standards
-Ammonia
87.91~94.93ppb
- H2S
1.59~12.79ppb
- Methyl mercaptan
0.1211~0.1351ppb
- Trimethylamine
0.1544~0.1714ppb
-VOC
0.0022~0.5167 /

In order to reduce the odorous
substances generated from
basic environmental facilities
(sewage waste
water
final
treatment facility, landfill facility)
a plan to compare, review,
determine and implement the
methods to process generated
gases including the plan for
odorous air collection from the
sewage/wastewater treatment
facility
and
deodorization
equipment and the plan for
collection of gas generated from
the landfill site and gas
treatment, is to be established,.
In order to reduce the odorous
substances generated from the
manufacturing factory, a plan to
improve
the
work
process(equipment) and install
a reduction facility is to be
established

Road landscapes and agricultural
landscapes are rather simple and plain.
The targeted land is flat land, mostly
composed of rice paddies, other farmlands
and salt fields
A forest land of under 50m is located on
the south of the targeted ;land
The southern part lies high, while the
northern part lies low
The skyline of the natural landscape is a
horizontal continuum creating rhythmical
tranquility

As some of the ridgelines and
surrounding regions of nearby hill are
included in the project site, the
landscape of forest and green areas are
expected to be damaged.
As the topographic features of the
region are mostly flat and smooth, the
region is visually recognizable from all
directions. Still, the topographies of
the south, north and west parts of the
region are expected to restrict the
extent of view

The size and structure of
facilities are to be in harmony
with the surroundings and the
facilities are a continuum of the
surrounding skyline.

Environmental Status

Predicted Environmental Impact
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Reduction Plan
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There are many pitch pines(Pinus
rigida),
Landscape
Living Environment
HygienePublic Health

5 persons infected with mumps - a class
2 communicable disease

most

of

the

regional

There should be unity among
all landscape components, but

vegetation is feared to be unmanaged.

uniformity

The extent of visual impact is not to be

Also, a Clean Zone is to be

wide thanks to the adjacency to Section

created outside of the project

38 of the national road and Section 633

site, generating a buffer effect of

of the provincial road and a small

the green area to minimize the

number of vertical buildings with a

overbearing impression and a

favorable view.

worsening visual quality

A total of 50 doctors, one public health
center, 18 primary health care centers

but

A review of disease and harmfulness

must

Education

be

and

avoided.

guidance

for the road repair workers has found

through

that vulnerability to diseases is mostly

hygiene in the workplace and the

attributable to individual smoking habits

improvement

the

supervision
of

the

of

working

environment

PopulationResidence

Population Status: The population was

Population Change: During Operation

Compensation for the land

on the decrease for the past 5 years up to

A total of 68,224 persons are expected

and buried pipes and cables

2003, and then, since 2004, has grown by

to

included in the project site is to

an average of 1.1%.

direct indirect inflow of factory workers.

Residence Type: The detached house

be

added

Removal

of

in

2030

Buried

due

Cable

to
and

Socioeconomic Environment

type is most popular (24,995 houses), and

Pipes/Dismantling of Houses:

the house diffusion ratio is found to be

buries pipes and cables in the area

98.0%

subject to be enlarged are to be

be

made

under

Expropriation Act

Those

removed.

More than 270 companies to be moved
in the industrial complex in Dangjin-gun

Economic Benefits
- The extension of the factory is

Industry

Fishing Rights: 38 ships supervised by

expected to satisfy the demand from the

Seonggumi Police Outstation belonging to

mid Korea economic region, reduce

Taean police station of the Korea Coast

investment

Guard

national

cost,

facilitate

development,

balanced

improve

the

efficiency of using domestically-made
materials, etc.

Environmental Status

Predicted Environmental Impact
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Reduction Plan

the Land
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Public
Public Facilities

provincial

With the construction and operation

administrative agencies, 7 police and fire

Facilities:

16

of the steel mill, population is to be

stations, 1 court and prosecutor’s office,

increase, exceeding the capacity of

16 cooperatives, 3 performance facilities,

public facilities.

12 provincial welfare facilities, and 3

public facilities are expected to be

other agencies. 4 public libraries in

needed

Therefore, additional
-

operations

School:

38

kindergartens,

33

Change in

Number of Students:

elementary schools, 12 middle schools, 6

The number of students in Dangjin-gun

high

was found to be 21,774

schools(academic),

2

high

Education

schools(vocational), 1 university

by a 2004

survey, but the figure is expected to
increase up to 34,484 in 2013 due to
the construction/ operation of the steel
mill

Socioeconomic Environment

Road Status
: Total Length: 464,140m
(Paved rate: 79.8%)
Vehicle Registration Status
: A total of 40,286 vehicles
Street Network Surrounding the Project
Site
: Section 38 of the national road,
Sections 619 and 633 of the provincial
road

During Construction

During Construction

- Traffic problems for those vehicles

- Construction vehicles are to

passing in the vicinity and moving into

be allowed in and out of the site

or out of the project site

during non-peak hours of the

-

Inconvenience

and

danger

of

accidents to existing vehicle traffic

surrounding area and a guide is
to be instated

- Danger to the safety of those

- A cargo-handling zone and

persons passing in the surrounding

waiting space for construction

areas

vehicles are to be secured

During Operation

within the project site; parking

-Inefficient operation of traffic lights at

lot attendants are to be instated

Traffic

the crossroad near the project site

to control the occupancy of

- Inefficiency as Section 38 of the

pedestrian

national road cut through the project

construction

site

construction notices are to be

-Danger of safety accidents without
sufficient parking space and installation
of traffic safety facilities

areas

by

vehicles;

and

installed
During Operation
- Establishment of a plan to
transfer

Section

national

road,

38
a

of

the

plan

to

optimally run traffic lights at the
crossroad near the project site
and a vehicle lane operation
plan
- Making of an admission
part/entrance to the project site
via the existing Gagok I.C,
Securing of parking space of
the legally prescribed size
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Items

Environmental Status
Designated

Cultural

Properties
Cultural Properties

Socioeconomic Environment

Dangjin-gun’s

Predicted Environmental Impact
As
didn’t

digging(excavation)
find

any

specific

Reduction Plan

surveys
signs

In

the

event

that

an

of

unidentified cultural property is

antiquity or relics, it isn’t deemed so

discovered during construction,

Provincial Cultural Properties:: 23

unnatural to judge that there’s no

it is to be reported to the

A total of 64 designated cultural

buried cultural properties

authorities concerned an then

: National Cultural Properties: 41

the

properties

construction

resumed
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is

to

be
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Ite
ms

Environmental Status

Predicted Environmental Impact

Weather

Local Weather(Seosan Weather Station)
- Annual Mean Temperature: 12.0
- Main Wind Direction: South South
West(SSW)
Each of the 1st~6th surveys has confirmed that
long-/short-term environmental air quality
standards are satisfied
PM-10 34.8 43.3 /
SO2 0.004 0.006ppm
NO2 0.015 0.023ppm
O3 0.012 0.021ppm
CO 0.5 0.6ppm
Pb undetected

Air Quality

Measurement
Results
of
Automatic
Measurement Network of the Ministry of
Environment
- Location: Nanjido-ri Dangjin-gun
- Measured date: 2005
- Measurement results
PM-10 29 82 /
(Average 48 / )
SO2 0.010 0.018ppm
(Average 0.012ppm)
NO2 0.003 0.006ppm
(Average 0.005ppm)
O3 0.021 0.046ppm
(Average 0.031ppm)
CO 0.2 0.4ppm
(Average 0.3ppm)

During Construction
- Emission gases and fugitive dust are
expected to be generated by the equipment
used in the construction of the industrial
complex and background facilities.
During Operation
- An expected production volume of 7
million ton during the operation of the
extended factory is not much different from the
figure submitted in the previous environmental
impact assessment, which means there would
not be a significant increase in the air
pollutants
- Insignificant generation of pollutants from
the residential area, induced by heating in the
winter
- Predictions of environmental impact at
nearby accommodated locations indicated that
the diffusion of contaminants is mainly made
around the southeast of the project site, but
that such diffusion is expected to be below
relevant environmental standard

Reduction Plan
Systematic creation of green
areas in consideration of the
surrounding areas, in the case of
the construction of an industrial
complex
During Construction
Complying with the standards for
the installation of facilities and
measures to control the generation
of fugitive dust
- Implementing reduction plans
including water sprinkling, operation
of wheel wash/ side wash sprinkling
machines,
management
of
construction vehicles, installation of
movable windscreens for fugitive
dust, etc.
Regular
inspection
and
maintenance
of
construction
equipment, prohibition of idle
running, parking in the foreground of
the residential area and execution of
works
During Operation
- In order to minimize air pollutants
generated
throughout
the
manufacturing process of the steel
mill from the treatment of materials
to the manufacturing of steel
products, the improvement of the
work process(equipment) and the
installation of pollution prevention
facilities are planned
- Installation of TMS and real-time
monitoring
- Creation of green areas and
landscaping and tree-planting of
trees in consideration of air
purification function

Odor

Complex odor in the vicinity of the project
site(1st ~5th survey)
- Dilution factor of 2.4~6.7 of smell detection
limits.
Device Analysis Results
- Ammonia
75 ~295ppb
- Methyl mercaptan
0.121 ~ 0.135ppb
- H2S
0.16 ~11.0ppb

Odor Generation from Sewage Waste
Water Final Treatment Facility
- Sludge treatment
- Bio reaction at the treatment facility
- H2S, NH3, CH3SH, (CH3)3N
Odor Generation from landfill facility
- Odor from wastes
- Odor induced by the generation of leach
Odor Generation from manufacturing
process
- Coal carbonization and fire extinguisher
- C6H6 leak from H2S, ammonia, and
VOCs contained in Raw COG
- At the time of desulfurization, NH3 vapor
generated
- Odor generated from Hwaseong Waste
Water Treatment Facility
- At the time of sintering, VOCs generated
Predicted odorous substance generations
are below permissible emission standards
across all regions.
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.In order to reduce the odorous
substances generated from the
sewage waste water final treatment
facility, odorous air collection and
deodorization
equipment
are
planned
.Sludge generated is to be 100%
recycled to prevent odor from the
landfill facility
At the blast furnace factory, odor
emission is controlled through
vaporless device installed on the
flood prevention equipment.
In order to reduce the odorous
substances generated from the
manufacturing factory, a plan to
improve
the
work
process(equipment) and install a
reduction facility is to be established
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Ite
ms

Environmental Status

Land Usage
Soil

Location
- Located in the farthest north of
Chuncheongnam-do and abuts Sapgyocheon
and Asan City to the east, Seosan City to the
west, Yesan-gun reserve troops to the south
- Representing the Hwang Hae(Yellow Sea)
Rim area, one of the six axis of the
Comprehensive National Territorial Plan and the
Asan Bay Metropolitan Area, one of the ten
metropolitan areas. Located in the Midwest of
the Korean Peninsula and the south of the
metropolitan area
Locational Conditions
- Logistics and exchanges are smooth thanks
to its adjacency to harbors
- Better accessibility to the metropolitan area
and Honam area through the opening of the
west coast highway
Land Usage Status by Land Category
- Project Site
Total area: 4,609,190
Salt field: 841,570 (18.2%)
Sea surface: 937.892 (20.3%)
Forest land: 766,199 (16.6%)
Paddy:
556,225 (12.1%)
Field:
376,532 (8.2%)
Miscellaneous land: 348,712 (7.6%)
Others: 782,060 (17.0%)
Soil Quality Measurement: 3 spots
- Cd 0.061 0.246mg/kg
Cu 2.886 7.147mg/kg
Pb 2.970 8.664mg/kg
Satisfying the environmental standards
Results of Nearby Measurement Network
- The results of the survey of a land for factory
similar to the project site satisfy relevant
standards

TopographySoil Quality

Topography
- The area is composed of farmlands, closed
salt fields, etc
-. 78.7% of the area has an altitude of under
10m and 93.1% has a gradient of under 10°
Soil Quality
- The project site is mostly composed of alluvial
layers and schists, etc.
Topography or Soil Quality to be conserved
- The outcrop of a cliff at Oemok Village
located at 4m west of the site
- Insufficient development of mountain rages –
major topographical axes

Predicted Environmental Impact
Specific Use Land Plan
· Industrial Area
- General industrial area: 4,056,540
- General commercial area: 103,530
· Residential Area
- 1st general residential area: 225,630
- 3rd general residential area: 178,040
- Neighborhood commercial area: 16,810
- Quasi residential are: 28,640
Land Utilization Plan
- Total Area: 4,609,190
- Industrial area: 4,160,070
- Land for factory: 3,339,730
- Land for commerce: 42,850
- Residential area: 449,120

Reduction Plan
Land Utilization Plan
- Establishment of a functional
space in linkage with higher-level
and relevant plans in consideration
with the connection of space with
functions
- Creation of an eco-friendly
industrial complex in linkage with
the natural environment of the
surrounding areas, through the
introduction of eco-friendly design
concept
- Establishment of a green area
and park system to minimize the
impact on the environment and to
provide resting places to employees
Compensation is, in principle, to
be made in accordance with
the Land Expropriation Act
Creation of green areas and
parks within the industrial area
- Park:
59,480
- Green buffer zone: 380,080
Creation of green areas and
parks within the residential area
- Park:
33,010
- Green buffer zone: 45,550

Soil contamination by buried pipes and
cables and waste oil leakage through the
operation of equipment during construction
Soil contamination expected due to the
operation of the landfill site and oil storage
tank
Acidification of soil expected due to air
pollutants, etc. during operation

Supervision management of
removal and dismantling works is
planned.
Oil exchange and cleansing to be
done at repair shops, installation of
waste oil storage tank within the
project site
Monitoring of landfill sites and
storage tanks is planned

Insignificant damage to major topographical
axes
Cutting banking area to be generated on
the boundary of the project site or within the
complex during the construction of drainage
ways
Earthwork Generation
·Industrial Area
- Cutting: 9,713,175
Banking: 10,634,777
Lack of land: 921,602
Residential Area
- Cutting: 826,101
Banking: 762,357
Surplus soil: 63,744
Installation of Shore Protection Structures
- Review of using the cofferdam method for
the existing and newly-built shore protection
structures

In order to promote the
connectivity to areas abutting the
sea and the existing industrial
complex,
water-friendly
shore
protections are planned
Slope Treatment Plan (less than
5m)
- Cutting: 1:1.5
- Banking: 1:1.5
Using the Cofferdam Method for
Shore Protections
- Shrinking method
Treatment of Slopes of Drainage
Ways
- Disaster prevention through
proper treatment of rainwater
generated within the drainage basin
- Plan: Vegetation block , 1:1.5
- Creation of ecological drainage
ways
- Linkage with park
green area
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Ite
ms

Environmental Status
Water supply rate:: 41.2%
Per capita supply per diem: 287l/person day
Surface Water Quality(5 spots)
- DO 9.0 9.6 /ℓ
- SS 5.0 10.9 /ℓ
- BOD 2.8 3.7 /ℓ
- COD 3.3 5.5 /ℓ
- T-N 0.247 1.038 /ℓ
- T-P 0.025 0.042 /ℓ
Grades II ~ III of the Environmental
Water Quality Standards(BOD basis)

Water Quality

Ground Water Quality (2 spots)
- Satisfying ground water quality standards
-DO 8.6 9.0 /ℓ
-BOD 1.5 3.6 /ℓ
-COD 3.2 6.5 /ℓ

Marine Environment

Seawater Quality
- COD Concentration
0.81 2.45mg/ℓ
- T-N Concentration
0.977 1.384mg/ℓ
- T-P
0.054 0.097 /L
Grades
~
of the
Seawater Quality Standards
Marine Bottom
- COD
3,057.33 13,127.05mg/kg
- T-N
23.34 42.49mg/kg
- T-P
7.45 7.99mg/kg

Predicted Environmental Impact

Reduction Plan

During Construction
-Accumulated sediments: 282~1,982 /storm
- Sewage generation: 52.65 /day
- Underground wells to be closed up

During Construction
- Installation of two sand
basins(20,308 76,868 ) and interim
drainage ways
- Installation of sewage treatment
facility(60 /day)
- Underground wells to be closed
up under “Article 15 of the
Groundwater Act and Clause 3 of
Article 24 of the Enforcement
Decree of the law”

During Operation
- Possible contamination of ground water due
to underground wells
- Specific use water usage
Industrial Use 105,000 /day
Domestic Use
Industrial area: 2,699 /day
Commercial area: 296 /day
Residential area: 5,250 /\day
- Sewage
waste water generation
Factory waste water: 47,479 /day
Sewage generation:
Land for factory : 2,378 /day
Commercial area: 261 /day
Residential area: 4,627 /day
- Leak of non point pollutants

Seawater Flow Experiment
Nearby sea region
: Flow velocity decreases 2cm at flood
: Flow velocity increases 3cm at ebb
Experiment on Diffusion of Suspended
Sediment
-Diffusion of a concentration of more than 1
ppm: 3.32
- Diffusion of a concentration of more than
5ppm: 0.07
COD Diffusion Experiment (Agreed upon
during the previous environmental impact
assessment: No change to discharge into the
seafloor
-

Environmental
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During Operation
- Water for domestic and industrial
use to be supplied through a pipe
branched out of the existing pipe
- Sewage waste water treatment
plan(5,900 /day):
Waste water from each factory,
factory-specific sewage, non-point
pollutants, etc. to be treated at the
sewage waste water final treatment
facility after pre-treatment
- Concentration of Discharge: COD
less than 20 /ℓ, T-N less than
20 /ℓ(from 2013), T-P less than 1 /ℓ
- In the case of sewage discharge
into the sea from a commercial land
within the industrial area and the
residential area, measures to
minimize the contamination of the
nearby sea regions are to be
developed and implemented
During Construction
- Install silt protectors in order to
reduce the diffusion of suspended
solids during construction
- Oil dispersants and oil fences
are to be kept on site
During Operation
- The concentration of the water
discharged from sewage/ waste
water final treatment facilities is to
be controlled lower than 20 /ℓ
through the introduction of highlevel treatment facilities
- Treated water is to be discharged
into the sea at a certain distance
away from the coastline
- In the case of sewage discharge
into the sea from a commercial land
within the industrial area and the
residential area, measures to
minimize the contamination of the
nearby sea regions are to be
developed and implemented
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Land Fauna and Flora

Environmental Status

Predicted Environmental Impact

Reduction Plan

Land flora
- Flora : 66 families 172 genera 202 species
A total of 234 classification categories
including 30 varieties 2 formas
- Vegetation: Secondary forest and plantation
forest
- Degree of Green Naturality :
DGN 0, 1, 2, 6, 7 grades
- Biomass(project site):
Plant standing crop: 4,521.38 ton
Net production: 1,698.90 ton/yr

Land flora
- Damage to herbaceous plants, sun plants,
naturalized plants and woody plants is
expected. The number of landscape trees is
expected to increase due to the creation of
parks and green areas during operation.
- Degree of Green Naturality :
DGN 0, 1, 2, 6, 7
→ 0, 1, 6, 7
- Plant standing crop:
4,521.38ton
→ 5,480.56ton
- Net production :
1,698.90ton/yr
→ 1,530.16ton/yr
Land fauna
- Partial impact is expected on some small
mammals, sea birds and birds living in the sea
region and farmlands
Inland Water Fauna Flora
- Damage to river flora and vegetation
- Damage to the habitat of inland water fauna

Land flora
- Transplantation of damaged trees
→ Securing of a temporary place for
transplantation, Establishment of
efficient usage and treatment
measures Land fauna

Land fauna
- -Mammalia: 7 families 8 species
- Bird: 25 families 53 species
Black-tailed gull
- Amphibian Reptile: 3 families 7 species

Mine Fauna and Flora

Survey of Marine Fauna Flora
- A total of three surveys done
Phytoplankton
- Appeared Species : 56~87 species
Zoo Plankton
- Dominant Species: Tigriopus japonicus
- 5 classification categories during the 1st
survey, 7 classification categories during the 2nd
survey
Fish: 5 classification categories identified by
the 1st survey, No suspended eggs, larvae and
Juvenile found during the 2nd survey, 2 species
of larvae and juvenile fish found during the 3rd
survey
Benthos
- Benthic animals in the sub-tidal zone:
47 species at the 1st survey, 181 species at
the 2nd survey, 177 species at the 3rd survey
Attaching Organism
- Attaching organisms :
6 classification categories at the 1st survey, 4
classification categories at the 2nd survey, 4
classification categories at the 3rd survey
Seaweeds: A few of large seaweeds
appeared
Marine fish: 19 species appeared at the 1st
survey

Suspended sediments may cause damage
to phytoplanktons, zoo planktons and benthic
animals, decreasing primary productivity in the
sea region
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Land fauna
- Establishment of measures to
protect land fauna
- Prevent the generation of fugitive
dust, noise and vibration as much
as possible in order to reduce the
impact on animals in the vicinity.
The implementation to be done at
any other time except the breeding
season.
Creation of Green Area
- Establishment of a plan to create
parks, green areas and green buffer
zones
- A neighborhood park is planned
to be created in linkage with the
marine landscape, in order to
provide a space in contact with
nature
During Construction
- Filter mats and silt protectors to
be installed
- Oil dispersants and oil fences to
be kept on site
During Operation
Restriction of discharge of
various chemicals
- The COD concentration of waste
water
discharged
from
sewage waste water final treatment
facilities is to be controlled below
20 /ℓ through the introduction of
high-level treatment facilities
- Proper treatment of sewage
generated from the commercial land
and the residential area

Chapter 8 Comprehensive Assessment and Conclusion(Revised)
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Environmental Status

Eco-Friendly Resource Circulation

Domestic Waste
: A total of 84.9 ton/day
(0.76 /person day)
Industrial Solid Waste
: A total of 7.2 ton/day
Industrial Waste
: A total of 4,667.0 ton/day
Construction Waste
: A total of 369.7 ton/day
Specified Waste
: A total of 55,474.7 ton/day
Dangjin Excretion Treatment Facility
: Maximum capacity of 85 /day

Predicted Environmental Impact
During Construction
- Waste Oil: 240.6ℓ/day
- Forest and Wood Wastes
Wastes to be treated during operation
- Industrial Solid Waste
8,966 ton/year
- Industrial Waste
4,093,663 ton/year
- Specified Industrial Waste
25,938 ton/year

Noise and Vibration
Landscape

Noise Measurement
- General Area(N-2,3,5,7,6)
Daytime: 44.0 56.9dB(A)
Nighttime: 38.1 48.0dB(A)
Satisfying the environmental noise
standards
-Roadside (N-1,4)
Daytime: 58.2 69.8dB(A)
Nighttime: 48.1 55.1dB(A)
Exceeding some of the environmental noise
standards
Vibration Measurement
- Daytime: 19.7 41.0dB(V)
- Nighttime: 15.7 29.8dB(V)
Satisfying the daily life vibration limits

During Construction
The noise levels at all constant
temperature facilities during earthwork to
exceed the target noise level
- The vibration levels at all constant
temperature facilities during earthwork to
satisfy the target vibration level
- Nearby areas are expected to be affected
during the operation of blasting, pile driving,
size reduction facilities

The natural landscape is composed of marine
landscape on the southwest coast, agricultural
landscape, and low-lying mountain ridges
The artificial landscape is composed of
Seokmun National Industrial Complex to the
west and Asan National Industrial Complex to
the east
The targeted area is mostly composed of hills
with an altitude of under 50m and flat land
Most of the land was composed for the
purpose of farming and industries
The skyline of the artificial landscape creates
dynamic rhythm composed of a continuity of
steel making machinery

The targeted area is composed mostly of
level grounds with an altitude of under 50m
and topographical changes are o be
insignificant
Damage to the landscape of forests and
green areas is expected as some ridges of
nearby hills and surrounding areas are
included as the project site.
The topography of the region concerned is
generally flat and gently sloping, which makes
it easy to recognize from all directions. Still,
the topographic features of the north, south
and west parts of the region are expected to
limit the field of vision
. The industrial complex building is expected
to stand out from the surrounding coastal and
agricultural landscapes

During Operation
- The predicted noise on the boundaries of
the site, generated by the operation of various
equipment during operation, is 32.5dB(A),
satisfying the noise emission standards
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Reduction Plan
During Construction
- Separable wastes, excretions,
livestock wastes and other such
wastes must be separated from the
mixed wastes resulting from the
removal of buried pipes and cables
and
then,
be
treated
on
consignment. In addition, recycling
facilities for construction wastes
must be established in order for
100% recycling of waste concrete
- All waste oils to be treated on
consignment
- Forest and wood wastes to be
recycled as much as possible
through the supply to nearby farm
homes and recyclers
During Operation
- Those wastes subject to landfill must be reclaimed after a
leaching test and an analysis of the
composition of their fractions at the
land-fill site within the complex; and
those wastes subject to incineration
must be treated on consignment.
During Construction
Decentralized
equipment
allocation
Temporary
installation
of
soundproof panel
- Selection of low-noise construction
machinery
- Use of proper blasting patterns
through test blasting
During Operation
- Installation of proper anti-noise
facilities, placing of major noisegenerating devices inside the
building, if possible
Measures to reduce sleep
disturbances
- The construction of green buffer
zones
and
sound-proof
embankments are planned at the
boundaries of the industrial complex
The size and structure of
facilities are to be in harmony with
the surroundings and the facilities
are a continuum of the surrounding
skyline .
Park Creation Plan
- Organic space in a harmonious
coexistence with nature
Green Buffer Zone Plan
- Shielding the facility from outside
view
- Protecting various disasters
- Creating local forest based on
local climate and environmental
conditions
Upgrade of the landscape through
the creation of Green area
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#1. Approval for Designation of Industrial Complex
The Agricultural Venture Expo and the Geumsan International Ginseng Expo are to be held in Chungcheongnamdo in 2006
Chungcheongnam-do
To

County Executive of Dangjin-gun(Director of Economy and Harbor Dept. of Dangjin-gun Office)

(via)
Subject

Notice of Approval of Designation of Songsan General Regional Industrial Complex

1.

th
This notice is in connection with Dangjin-gun Office Economy and Harbor Dept -9531(May 19 , 2005).

2.

Songsan General Regional Industrial Complex is designated as requested with Dangjin-gun Office
Economy and Harbor Dept -9531 in the above, in accordance with Article 7 of the Industrial Sites and
th
Development Act on the date of January 16 , 2006, and this designation is made public as attached

herein, pursuant to the provisions of 3 of Article 7 of same law.
3.

Please, notify this to the requester

Please also take necessary steps to prepare and submit a revised urban management plan(1:5000
scale) where 2,201,140 of the management area, 95,586
877,034

of the agricultural and forest area and

of the undetermined area(public water) are changed to the urban area based on the approval

of specific use land(change to an urban area) in accordance with Clause 2 of Article 8 of the National
territory Plan and Use Act.
4.

Please, prepare and implement an implementation plan, in consideration of the plan to handle the
designation conditions and agreed-upon opinions of relevant agencies(departments) including opinions
arising from the public Inspection to residents

A.

Name: Songsan General Regional Industrial Complex

B.

Project Company: INI Steel Company CEO Lee, Yong-do

C. Location: Donggok-ri and Gagok-ri, Songsan-myeon Dangjin-gun
D. Project Size: 3,173,760
E.

Project Period: 2005 ~ 2015

F.

Development Method: Development directly by the company actually requiring it

G. Major industry to be attracted: Manufacture of basic metals(27)
Attachment: 1) One copy of Approval on Designation of Songsan General Regional Industrial Complex
(approval conditions included)
2) One copy of Notice of Designation of Songsan General Regional Industrial Complex
3) One copy of Plan to Handle Opinions Arising from Public Inspection to Residents and Agreed-upon
Opinions of Relevant Agencies(Departments).

End
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Governor of Chungcheongnam-do
Provincial Junior Officer in charge of Engineering

Yoo, Jae-won

Person in charge of Locational Plan

Oh, Se-Hyun

Chief of Enterprise Support Div.

Kim, Yang-hyun

Park, Han-Gyu

Economy and Trade

Kim, Nam-Sik

In association with: Provincial Associate Junior Officer in charge of Engineering
Provincial Associate Junior Officer in charge of Machinery Lim, Che-Seong
Implementation:

Enterprise Support Division-551

Request Accepted: Dangjin-gun Office Economy and Harbor Dept -1092
st

(Jan. 17th, 2006)
(Jan, 17th, 2006)

1 Fl. Main Bldg. of Chungcheongnam-do Provincial Government, 155 Jungang-no Jung-gu Daejeon /http://chungnam.net
Postal Code 301-763
Tel + 82-42-220-3222/ Fax + 82-42-220-3229/ ryujwon@chungnam.net/publicized
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Attached #1. Approval for Designation of Industrial Complex

Chungcheongnam-do Notice No. 2006-10
Notice of Designation of Dangjin Songsan General Regional Industrial Complex
1. The designation of Songsan General Regional Industrial Complex is approved in accordance
with Article 7 of the Industrial Sites and Development Act and made public as below pursuant
to the provisions of 3 of Article 7 of same law.
2. Relevant documents are not provided herein, but are to be kept at Dangjin-gun Office
Economy and Harbor Dept (+82-41-350-3482) for the view of stakeholders and the general
public.
January 16th, 2006

Governor of Chungcheongnam-do
1. Name of Industrial Complex: Dangjin - Songsan General Regional Industrial Complex
2. Location and Area of the Industrial Complex
A Location: Donggok-ri and Gagok-ri, Songsan-myeon Dangjin-gun Chungcheongnam-do
B Area: 3,173,760 (960,062 pyung)
3. Purpose of Designation
It is designated as a general regional industrial complex in order to contribute to the development
of the national economy and the local community through the improvement of the efficiency and
capacity of the existing factory, response to consistent increase of the domestic demand for iron
and steel facilitated by economic growth, and the expansion and consolidation of the steel making
industry, one of the backbone industries of the underdeveloped northeast area of
Chungcheongnam-do
4. Project Company
A.

Address: 167-32 Godae-ri Songak-myeon Dangjin-gun Chungcheongnam-do

B.

Project Company: INI Steel Company (CEO Lee, Yong-Do)

5. Development Period and Method
A.

Development Period: 2005 ~ 2015

B.

Development Method: Development directly by the company actually requiring it
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